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ALBUQUERQUE,

VOLUME 20

IKES

SECRETARY ROOT

VERY

at Banquet Given

NEW MEXICO, WEDNESDAY EVENING, AUbUST 15,

Espec-

ially in His Honor, and in Reply to

Address by President Alcorta.

GRID

j

Special Correspondence.
Rockland. A.e.. An?. 15. Oraaulzed
labor has signalized its entrance into!
WITH VOCIFEROUS APPLAUSE Itolltlcs by piactkally centering its!
SPEECH WAS RECEIVED
battle on C ngresMiian Chas. E Lit-- ;
t
ative-frotlefloln. republican
the second Maine district in congress.!
President &amt:el Oompers
tliei
Secretary Showed That No Differences Exist Between American Federation of Lal:orof will!
personally lead the labor Tori es. Kn- the Two Countries and That Each Could Rejoice
listed on the side of Li tlefleld. who Is)!
himself a powerful fighter. Is all the
in the Prosperity of the Other.
influence of the republican parly. The!
issues will be decided at the election
September 12. it is the old Dinglev
but
other,
of
ofhistory
with
the
iar
the
13.
an
Aug.
At
Ayres,
Buenos
district and is normally ab ut tiuon
of
people
body
the
of
republican.
ficial banquet given at the govern- that the entire
shall know what are the rela
They will wage" the contest to the
ment house last evening by President each
of
the
feelings
tions and what are the
uirtnest corners in the counties of
Alcorta, In honor of Secretary Root, other country.
Androscoggin and Sagdahoc and in
to which the diplomatic corps and
"I should be glad that the people of Franklin, Knox. Lincoln and Oxford,
Infeelings
were
only
might
Argentina
know the
officials of state
which comprise the Llttlefleld district.
vited, the secretary made what is con- with which the people of the United The largest cities are Rockland.
Bath
we
speech
are
he
them,
and that
sidered the most Important
States regard
and Auburn.
has delivered on his tour.
their friends, as I know the people of
Labor men, If they should lose,
Rising to tender the secretary an the Argentine republic are friends to would not regard the fight as deciofficial welcome and proposing the the United States.
sive, because there are bo many dishealth of Mr. Root, the president
"I have come to South America tricts In the ccuntry where
the inI
with no more special object than
traced the similarity In the constltudustrial Interests are much arger and
overpolicy
tions, progress and success in
have stated. Our traditional
the chances of
coming obstacles In North and South in the United States Is to make no ter than in Maine.their success tar betAmerica, and dwelt especially on the alliances. But. Mr. President, the
President Gompers will open the atadvantage of closer friendship liance that comes from unwritten and tack on Littleheld august
IS
between the races.
.unsealed instruments, not as that thereafter will speak In all and
the
In replying. Secretary Root said: from covetion signed and ratified with larger towns In the
district.
"There are no political questions at all formalities, Is of vital consequence,
Speaker Cannon, who Is himself unissue between Argentina
and the We make no alliances, but we make der the ban of the federation, on
United States. There is no thought Ian alliance without formalities, which charge that ne held back bills in the
the
of grievance by one against the other; is of vital consequence. We make no Interest of labor, will make a number
there are no old grudges or scores to formal alliances, but w e make an
speeches In LlttlefUid's behalf. Secof
We can rejoice in each oth-- j liance with all systems in sentiment retary Taft, it is reported will enter
er's prosperity. We can assist in and feeling with our pursuit of
the district soon as he completes his
other's development, we can be erty and justice and mutual helpful-prou- d vacation in Canada. This Is announced
of each other"s successes with- - Iness; and in that spirit we return you, by l.lttlefieiu s friends as an Indication
out hindrance or drawback; and for sir, and your government and people, t'-he has the supp.rt of the presi
development of this sentiment in both and this splendid country, my sincere dent.
countries nothing is needed but more thanks for the welcome you have
In his last niessaae to congress
that we shall know each en me and my country in my person." Roosevelt went on
record in opposition
Secretary Root's speech was
other better and that not only the
to the
bill
educated and thoughtful readers coived with vociferous applause and by the federation, n would advoca.ed
be as un
greatest possible satisfaction.
of our countries shall become famil-ithjust, he said, to restrict the power of
tne courts to Issue Injunctions in lab:r
disputes, on the ground that some
Judges had misused that power, as it
FIFTY THOUSAND FOUND BIDS MADE UNCLE SAM would to deny the right of labor leaders to call strikes because that right
ha not always been wisely exercised.
Llttlefleld is probably the most InIN JEWEL BAG
ON SILVER BULLION
fluential member of the house judiciary committee. He strongly opprsed
the anti injunction and eight-hou- r
bills
was earnestly
Washington, Aug. 15. Pursuant to the psH- St. Louis, Aug. 15. Acting under
by the federation.
Instructions
cabled from England, announcement the secretary of the urged
Llttlefleld vas 'orn in Maine 55
John O'Brien, a laborer employed in treasury said that ne desired to re- years
wrecking the World's fair buildings, ceive tenders of silver today, four speakerEgo.In He served as number and
the legislature md later as
unearthed an alligator bag containing bids were made Director Roberta of
attorney ge'rral.
His service
jewels valued at J50.000 which were the mint. The bids were opened this state
congress began in 1SH'.1.
stolen from Mr. and Mrs. J. Henry afternoon and after being submitted in
Clayton, Devonshire, England, dur- to Secretary Shaw, it was announced
ing a visit to the Louisiana Purchase that the government nad purchased fifCONCERNING
exposition two years ago. The jewels ty thousand ounces of shves,
fine MATTERS
were stolen from a trunk and were at ti.t!2 cenis an ounce. It it is exnot missed until the Claytons had re- pected that the government will re
turned to England, after a tour around quire irom filly to one hundred thous
AMERICAN NAVY
the world. About a month ago a Hin- and ounces of silver per week for an
doo servant, who had been in their indefinite length or time. It is the
employ, was fatally injured by an ele- purpose, therefore, of Secretary Shaw
phant in India, and on his death bed and Director Roberts to receive bids
Brooklyn. N. Y., Ann. 15- - It has
confessed that he stole the jewels and on Wednesday it each week until furl'en decided lo overhaul the Cu'soa
secreted them in the wall of the man- ther notice.
at the navy yards in this city during
ufacturers' building at St. Louis.
the next few months, and take out
When he tried to recover them he ELECTRICIANS GATHER
everything which will iu any way incould not reach the bottom of the
IN ANNUAL CONVENTION
terferes with the exclusive use of the
space where they lay.
New Haven, Conn., Aug. 15. The ship as a naval supply vessel. Various
eleventh annual convention of the In- propositions have been made at difATTEMPTS ARE MADE
ternational Association of .Municipal
TO MURDER AN OFFICER Electricians opened here today In the ferent times In regard to the Culgoa,
Warsaw, Aug. 15. Attempts were assembly room of the city hall. Be and she has become very near being
made today on various streets to mur- tween two hundred and three hundred a troublesome problem on the hands
der the police officers. It is reported electricians are In attendance, among of the naval authorities, who found
that twenty murders been committed. them prominent municipal electricians that they could not sell the vessel,
At Wloclawek, Chief Police Nirno-- from all parts of the United States. since she had been admitted to Amerpolice captain, One of the features of the convention, ican registry. 'It was planned at one
tez and l rovincial
time to have the vessel converted Inmet row has been murdered.
which will be in session three days, is
Bombs were thrown at policemen to the exhibition of fire alarm apparatus to a port hospital ship, and she has
day In turee different pans of the ,9tin instruments,
motors, eener- - carried all along a repairing outfit,
city, resulting in nearly 10U persons !atorg underground wires, insulators, which is now to be removed. Lately,
being injured.
The panic prevailed cables. etc, which has been arranged also, the suggestion was made, by
Rear Admiral V. S. Cowies, chief of
tnroughout Warsaw.
in several of the large rooms in the the Bureau of Equipment, to have the
city hall. A new electric light globe Culgoa stationed at Hampton Roads,
LOS ANGELES IS 125
8 aiso shown and is attracting con- - as a
coal hulk, from which a naval
TODAY
OLD
YEARS
The program of vessel on each side could be coaled,
siderable attention.
Los Angeles, Calif., Aug. lo. Los tne conventon includes many
work of reis one hundred and twenty- - e8tlng papers and addresses on tech-fiv- e and thus facilitate the
years old today, and the citizens nlcal subjects. The local electricians filling the fuel bunkers. It has now
beeu decided that this would cost too
are celebrating the anniversary in an nave als0 arranged a number of
without compensating results.
manner. The celebration is'claI factions and entertainments for much
The Culgoa is to be a naval supply
under the direction of Father Juan tneir visiting colleagues.
vessel, pure and simple, and will
Caballeria, pastor of the Plazu church,
carry fresh meats and provisions from
who has always taken a groat inter- - TROUBLE AMONG TROOPS
AtHAS QUIETED DOWN New York to the vessels of the
est In the early history of this city.
away
are
lantic
from
they
fleet
when
13.
old
Aug.
Brownsville, Texas,
There will be a histric pageant,
Tiie
especially when in West Indian
time games will be played aud the negro garrison near here has quieted port,
cosdown and an investigation is lu pro- - waters.
people, dressed In the handsome
(times of a century and a quarter ago, gress to determine who were particiwill dance and amuse themselves af- pants in the disorders of Tuesday HUNTING OlD
CONSTITUTION PLANS
night when one man was killed by the
ter the manner of their ancestors.
On August 15, 1731, Felipe de Neva. troops
Washington. I). C, Aug. 15. The
Bitter fe lings exists against
Governor of Alta California, came the nero troops. Officers of the gar naval authorities are much interested
from the San (iabriel Mission to the rison are keeping a., men in barracks in seeking the old plans aud other
information relating to the frigate
Indian village of inngena. ami gave tojto avoid trouble.
Constitution, which Is to be restored
the settlement the name El luehlo
at the Boston navy yard to a condide Nuestra Senora, la Reina de Los
Angeles the Town of Our Iady, the
tion and appearance so nearly
ALARID PROVES
The original plans long ago
Jueen of the Angels. This name, later PEDRO
on, was abreviated to
Angel s.
possible.
Th eoriginal plans long ago
disappeared. They were probably dePOLO PLAYERS HOLD
stroyed by much handling, as was
AN ALIO
INTERNATIONAL CONTESTS
often the case with such papers. The
I. os Angeles, Calif.. Aug. 15. Polo
first copy is still In existence, und Is
jilayers from all puns of the world
believed to be authentic, although
are here to take part in the inter there was no such thing as tracing
national contests for the International Sheriff Had Not Sufficient Evl- - in those early times. These plans
Cup, which begin here today and will
were found some years ago In a libdence to Hold Prisoner
last through the week.
rary in Philadelphia, and delivered to
the Bureau of Construction and- ReFOREST FIRES DRIVE
for Murder.
pair. They had evidently be'en handSETTLERS FROM HOMES
ed around from one to another person
Biwablk, Minn., Aug. 15 Several
as of no special value, even in an
large forest fires are burning fiercely
historic way. The officers of today
Many settlers have been 9 1 At
near
here.
preliminary heariim before
,
say it proliably never occurred to the
... ,.
.
I.... ,V,..i,
j.
in' ii I,,...,,...
""" n
litirt'u hi uiitiuiii'u
Justice of the Peace Chaves in
persons who possessed the plans that
have lust most of their properly. Wild
the Bernalillo county court house
there would ever be any use for them
animals are invading the villages.
today developed the fact that he
iu a const ruction way. The only inUnless rain falls within twenty-fou- r,
s oltlce bu, nt sufficient
formation now missing is concerning
hours valuable tiaets of pine will 'be: sheriff
videi:ee to bold Pmlro Alarid of
the figurehead of the ship. Upon that
destroyed.
Santa Fe for Hie murder of IVdItoint opinions diner, some of the
roin Miral.al. who was killed by
officers holding that the ship carried
FIRST FILING IN THE
some unkn wn person iu old
merely a scroll, and others, that it
SHOSHONE LAND OFFICE
buquerque on Ihe night of July 4.
was an elaborate design. There will
Cheyeliee. Ag. 15. Filing for lands
lie conscientious care taken to reAlarid a arrested in th- - Xani
in the Shoshone reservation began toKind
mountains about ten days ao,
store the old Constitution as she was
day at Shoshone in the
,
having been siisini,-in her prime.
of
office al t hat place. One hundred and
the
crin.e. Aland proved an alibi.
twenty-fiv- e
peupU- will fi'.e l.y the end
Lead and Copper.
Klflg'i Baca appeared as a'tomey
of the day. the ones whose names
New York, Aug 15. Copper and
were drawn in t he io'tery at Lander 4 for Aland.
lead firm and unchanged.
filing first.
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Ticket at EI Paso.

UNDYING

DEMOCRATS MEET IN TEXAS

DEEDS

AND

Printers at Colorado Springs Are In Latter State Chief Desire
Seems
Considering the Eight Hour
To Be That They Do Nothing
Day Question.

ouvfioht
by

BOS'

ClinadLrvt

Wvrungtou,
NGRESSMAN

CHAS. E. LtuLEFIELD

AS ARRIVED

KING EDWARD

IN GERMANY AND

WAS MET AT

Station By Emperor William Great
Secrecy Maintained As To His Visit.
More Russian Brutality Exhibited.
Hesse-Nassm-

Aug. 15.

The
fort. Emperor WTilliam and Prince their meeting at Friedrichshof.
Hardlnge,
and Princess Frederick Charles, of presence of Sir Charles
contln-tioHesse-Nassamet him at the sta-- j who Joined the party on the
The emperor assisted the klng.ent, adds significance to the meeting.
In alighting and then thev kissed each for, as permanent under secretary of
other on loth cheeks. The meeting: the foreign office he Is really the man
was cordial. The streets were pro-- ; who carries on the foreign affairs of
fusely decorated
with evergreeus, the couutry.
Hags and streamers.
Tui sovereigns
were heartily cheered by the crowds RUSSIAN BRUTALITY
SHOULD AROUSE WORLD
aud by school children who were lined
St. Petersburg. Aug. 15. Immense
up all along the route to Friedrichspopular indignation has been created
hof.
nere by tne brutal treatment of Mile.
Smlrn ff, a refined young woman, at
GERMAN PRESS IS MUCH
PLEASED AT VISIT the nands oi the crack tneval.er
wnlle tne squadron of these
Berlin. Aug. 15. The press treats guards,
guardsmen was passing along evskl
King Edward's visit to Emperor
me. Smirnoff,
from the standpoint of being a Prospect yesteruay,
by another
f improved relations between who was accompanied
siuu
innarneu: i ney rW
him and the emperor, and the belief
captured Port
and hope are generally expressed lhat as SaV a8 lf l'11' "
the visit will have a beneficial effect Arthur." The crowd Joined in Jeering,
n" troopers then ciiarged the crowd,
on the people of both countries In
uiein with whips. Mile,
putting their political relations on a laying a..o
Smirnoff was taken into the court
better footlnir
yard where the troor.ers iu the pres- .
ENGLISH PRESS KEEPS
jence oi two olfioers. administered her
VERY QUIET ON SUBJECT 27 lashes. The girl's clothing was cut
London, Aug. 15. The S'.rictest si- - as by knives and her flesh lacerated.
n.

u,

Vil-iia- m

,

.

ESSMAN

N

to Displease

Minneapolis, Aug. 15. For the fortieth time since its work was finished
and its glory won, the Grand Army
was In line today. There has been
many parades ni:.re gorgeous, spectacles more dazzilng, but never has
there been In this country one more
appealing and Impressive than that
wnlch passed through the streets of
Minneaoii8 during the greater part of
this morning. The parade was a notable affair, well handled, quick moving and inspiring to look upon. The
day was -- eal, several sharp showers
during the night dispelled the oppressive heat and a cool breeze swept tue
streets. Directly behind the police and
at the head of the parade proper came
the magnificent Cook drum corps and
hand of Denver, its showy zouave uniforms making a splendid appearance.
Twenty-twyoung women who formed
a drill corps and are a portion of the
organization were especially favorites
and were given continuous ovation.
Another account.
The Grand Army parade today was
a great success. There have been
parades In former years numerically
stronger than that of today, but never
were the arrangements more perfect
and the procession more impressive
than on this occasion. In deference
to the advanced age of the veterans
taking part In the parade a route has
been selected, less .than two miles In
length, and leading throughout over
level land and well paved streets. Fol
lowing the grand marshal and his
staff came Commander-in-Chie- f
Tan
ner in a carriage, escorted by the
Columbia Post of Chicago, which was
accompnnled by the First Uegin ent
Hand of the Illinois National Guard.
The parade was reviewed by Com'
mander Tanner and his staff, the gov.
ernor and his staff, tho mayor of
Minneapolis, and a large number of
city officials and prominent invited
guests.
This afternoon will be principally
devoted to regimental, brigade and
other reunions. In the evening the
Army of the Tennessee Association
will hold a reunion and camp fire in
McKlnley hall and Immediately fol
lowing it the Woman's Relief Corps
will hold a reception at the auditor
ium In honor of Commander-in-Chie- f
Tanner.
o

i,
Prussia, lence Is maintained in official circles
King Kdward arrived here as to the subjects to be discussed by
today on a special train from Frank- - King Edward and Emperor William ut

Cronberg.

L

DAY IS BEFORE
TYPOGRAPHICAL UNION
Colorado Springs, Aug. 15. Reports
of committees and the nomination of
cities in the race for the next annual
convention were matters of business
before the International Typograph
leal union today. The principal inter
est in committee reports centers in
day for which
that on the oight-hoa fight Is now bolng waged throughout the country in cities where the
longer day is in force.
FEDERATION OF WOMEN'S
CLUBS AT PROVIDENCE
Providence, R. I., Aug. 15. The
tenth annual convention of the Northeastern Federation of Women's Clubs
opened here today in the Olney street
Several hundred
Baptist church.
delegates, representing women's clubs
in all parts of New England, are in
The first business sesattendance.
sion will be held this afternoon and
will be
in the evening a reception
tendered to the delegates. Tomorrow
morning the convention will be formally called to order by the president,
An Interesting
Mrs. A. W. Wiley.
program has been arranged for the
sessions of the convention, which will
last three days. The local women's
clubs have made special efforts for
the entertainment of the visiting delegates and a number of social affairs,
receptions anil entertainments have
been arranged.
EIGHT-HOU-

ur

FAILED TO FIND SPIRIT OF

Opposition to America and Americans
of Which Some Have Spoken-Oth- er
Items of Personal Mention.
New York, Aug. 15. Discussing his;
European trip while in town yester- day. Congressman
Nicholas Ing-wort- h
said:
"I did not find any of the
sentiment which some notable Americans recently discovered
on the other side. On the contrary
1
found every one extremely friendly
to this country.
The beef exposures
created a sensation in England and
for a time there was much talk concerning them. But gradually the feeling of resentment died out and 1 do
not think the incident will have any
lasting effect on American business."
LADY HESKETH REFUSES
TO HELP PALACE HOTEL
San Francisco, Aug. 15. lady Flor-

of Insular affairs, who Is at Fort Bayard, N. M., undergoing treatment for
affection of tho tnroat, is reported al
most completely recovered.
MRS. CRAIGIE ulED
FROM NATURAL CAUSES
London, Aug. 15. An Inquest on the
body of Mrs. cralgle, (John Oliver
Hobbis), resulted today in a verdict
of death ny natural causes.

OLD AND WEALT.IY
UNION VETERANS' UNION
KANSAN MEETS DEATH
ADJOURNS TODAY
Emporia, Kas., Aug. 15. Wm. T.
St. Paul, Minn., Aug. 15. The anSoden. pioneer Kansau and one of the nual encampment of the Union Vetwealthiest men in the slate, died last erans' Union adjourned
here today
night at Boulder, OAo., aged "I years. after a successful and well attended
gatherlug under the presidency of
Commander-in-Chie- f
SENATOR CARK'S ASSESS- Rich
General
ard L. Gorman.
Biiit Mont., Aug. 16. The loard of
equalization yesterday assessed W. A.
Clark for $l,(uO,fiu on his stock In
KILLS MAN
the San Pedro railroad, $l',44t,t)UU on
ills United verde mine and raised ills
, making the
bank assessment
AND SIX HORSES
r
increase marly $1,000,000. The
had been summoned to appear
before the board, but did not respond.

ence Hesketh, daughter of the late
United States Senator Sharon of Nevada, has given noticu through her
London solicitor thai she will not help
In rebuilding the Palace hotel.
She
arrived at this decision nfler a thorough talk wild Sir Thomas Hesketh,
who advised his wile to devote the
funds to some other purpose. Other
Sharon heirs announce that the Palace will be rebuilt. Architects at
already studying plans.
MAJOR GENERAL WOOD CALLS
FOR AN INVESTIGATION
FREEDOM WAS NOT LONG
San Francisco, Aug. 15. Major GenENJOYED BY BANK WRECKERS
States army, has
Boston, Aug. 15- General Charles eral Wood, United
the Philippines commission
II. (Nile, former president
of the summoned
c; nduct of United
wricked Globe National bank, who to investigate the
was re'eased from the Greenfield jail Slates army olflcers on duty in the isllast April after serving six years for ands, lie is keepini secret his
of his Investigation and even the
embezzlement, died at St. Margaret's
members of the commission declare
hospital last night f tuberculosis.
that they do not know what they are
MR. AND MRS. BRYAN
to do, they will receive Instruction
LEAVE PARIS FOR SPAIN when they laud a' Manila.
Par!-- , Aug. 1- 5- W.
J. Bryan and
ICALUVET 6. HECLA
patty left Paris for Madrid todjy.
sen-tuto-

ob-je-

to-id-

Four Miles West of Magdalena
Yesterday Afternoon at
4 (Vclock.

et

DECLARES
DIVIDEND
GENERAL CLARENCE EDWARDS
Boston. Aug. 15. A quarterly diviABOUT RECOVERED dend of $J" a share was declared
j
Washington, Aug.
Brig. (Jen.
by the Calumet & Heda Mining
Clarence Edwards, chief f tile bureau j company.
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ALSOJN NEBRASKA.
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j

luter-Angel-

ARMY

UNION BECAUSE OE

THEIR

st

'

INTERFERE

War Closed In Favor

the-hig-

e

E

Participate In Its Fortieth Use During Campaign-Tex- as
National Parade Since Civil
Republicans Name State

j

lib-ea-

11 1Y

COMRADES OF

PRESIDENT

GOMPERS HIMSELF
BEGINS
THE WAR ON CON-- ;
GRESSMAN
IN
LITTLEFIELD
MAINE NEXT SATURDAY NIGHT,
LABOR FORCES TO COVER EN-- j
TIRE
DISTRICT TAFT
WILLI
HELP
LITTLEFIELD.
WHO
FOUGHT LABOR IN CONGRESS.

NUMBER 197

VJOG.

SURVIVING

LABOR'S FIRST BIG BATTLE IN POLITICS

TELLING SPEECH IN CAPITAL
Of Argentina

-

6

t
4
A

Special to The Evening Cinz. n.
Socorro. N. M.. Aug. .1.-7- :45
p. in. Anastacio Silva. a well to
do tanner, living lu the vicinity
of .Mat; alena. was killed by
ligntniug this evening at 5
o'clock, four miles west oi Mag- dalen.i. w h I.- - driving a six h rse
team, lioth driver and team met.
instant ileal a from the bolt, the
beink killed also.
six hirs

Chicago. Aug. 15. Familiar
nm.
paign posters bearine thA tartk nt tww
Utical candidates may be a scarce ar- 1'i.ie in tne coming campaign, owing
to the spread of the lithographer
strike yesterday. Many plants, where
pictures were made, are closed. Lithographing artists, engravers and designers now are involved along with lithographing printers who struck August
2 for an eight-hou- r
day. Lockout notices declaring for "open shop," were
posted in big plants yesterday. Mea
will al quit work probably today.
RPPIIRI inuo unuiuiTF
IN STATE CONVENTION
CI Paso. A 112 IU. Tho reimlar re
publican state convention nominated
the following ticket: Governor, Dr.
Carey A. Gray of Fanning county;
lieutenant governor, Frederick
Comal county; attorney general, C. VV. Ogden, San Antonio; rail
road commissioner, W. r , Conner, Dallas.

Hof-helnz- e,

LAST STATE CONVENTION
IN THE LONE STAR STATE

Dallas, Texas. Aug. 15. Judge
Howard Templeton, Sulphur Springs,
acting as permanent chairman, called
the democratic state convention to
order today for its second day's session. The chairman said that this
would be tho last convention of its
kind In Texas. He said that here
after the nomination of state officers
would be made direct in the primaries
by the people.
The nomination for governor la not
expected before tonight or tomorrow.
Senator Bailey, It la believed by mRny
delegates, will throw his strength to
T. M. Campbell, the leading gubernatorial candidate. It was reported today that Colquitt, and Bell men are
attempting to form a coalition to defeat Campbell.
Several delegates have expressed
their desire to go before the resolutions committee and ask that the famous "Hogg amendments," relating
to railroad regulation and stock and
the bond law be adopted as a part of
the platform.
.

NEBRASKA

'

DEMOCRATS

WANT TO PLEASE BRYAN
Lincoln, Neb., Aug. 15. The democratic state convention will convene
at the auditorium at 2 o'clock this
afternoon, and promises to be one of
the most interesting and animated
democratic conventions held In this
state for many years. The convention has been called for the purpose
of nominating a complete state ticket
to be voted for at the coming November election. The places to be filled
are governor, lieutenant governor;
secretary of state, state treasurer, auditor, attorney general, commissioner
of public lands and buildings, super
intendent of schools, three railroad
Besides that a state
commissioners.
central committee Is to be selected
and other business to be transacted,
including the adoption of a platform.
Never before has there been such
a large crop of aspirants for the nomination of governor as this time. A.
C. Shallenbarger of Alma Is a prominent aspirant. Other aspirants who
are In the race are R. D. Sutherland
of Nelson, O. W. Berge of Lincoln, P.
B. McKillip of Humphrey and George
Joseph H.
L. Loomls of Fremont.
Miles, a prominent business man of
Falls City, has been urged to enter
the race for the governorship, but
he does not seem very willing. His
friends, however, are working hard to
his Interest.
For the nomination as candidate for
the office of attorney general there
"Trust
are also many aspirants.
Busters" and others, seeking national
fame, are eager for the honor. Among
the aspirants are Harry Dungun of
Hastings, v"; V. Wilson of Nebraska
City, Ed Falloon of Falls City, H. D.
Travis of I'lattsmouth, C. E. Gilbert
of York and A. S. Tibbeta of Lincoln.
The total cumber of delegates to the
convention will be 86G, 434 being necessary for a choice.
Later: When the democrats of Nebraska met here today for their state
nominating convention, the purpose
which seemed to be uppermost lu the
minds of the delegates was to do
nothing which might displease Bryan,
Id behalf of whoso presidential candidacy Nebraska democrats desire to
Insrue the greatest degree of har- -.
mony.
The convention met at 2
o'clock this afternoon with Judge C.
M. Sklles. of David City, as temporary chairman.
The gubernatorial
who
showed the most
candidate
strength at the opening of the convention was George W. Berge of Lincoln, who was the nominee of the
democrats and populists against Governor Mickey two years ago.
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to the new lauds.
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The Reconstruction Period.
In 1874. the issue was carpet bag- gory at the south and the administration corruption at Washington. The
whlsky-rlnfrauds, Sanborn contracts,
In the custom
'general average,
houses contributed as much to the
democratic victories of that year as
the negro rule down south. In the
republican national convention of 1876
Morit was Blaine against the field
ton, Conkllng, Brtstow, Hayes, and
the rest of them. If the gas had not
been turned off. Blaine's personality
and Bob lngersol's declamation would
have swept things. As It was. the
plumed knight went down with lance
shivered like n warrior of the Round
Table. It took the whole layout to
unhorse him.
After the inauguration of Hayes the
southern question began to give way
to economic problems finance and
axation. If there had been no dispute
about the succession, whether Hayes
or Tllden was really elected, the tar
iff would have been as prominent In
1880 as it became In 1890, and silver
would have had Its day In politics
long before 189b.
The real Issue in
1884 was whether the republican party
had had the presidency long enough.
That Is what elected Cleveland,
though Ben Butler was running In
the interest of Blaine, and Tammany
was giving aid and comfort.
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who would buy your old bicycle?
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cf people
"Neccessary
to Youv Prosperity"

For this reason ycu should
use every precaution to ward off
disease, by using preparations
of known value to disinfect your
home and premises. We carry
a full line of antiseptics, disdeodorizers,
infectants,
and
whlcn are very vuluable for
keeping sickness out. of your
aome, especially during the hot
weather.
Come in and see what we
have. Buy if you want to.

15, 1906.
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a 1
congress was more republican Scrofula. Swollen glands, brittle bones, weak eyes, hip disease, pale, waxy repaired. The specific I use will not
Standard Plumbing and Keating Co.
NOTICE TO SUM- than anything else, lint in h', the complexions, emaciated boil its, running sous and ulcers, and general weak Injure th cloth, ladies' garments
WANDERERS.
MER
walking
Colo., Red 234.
Bkirts
made
put
also
repeal
in
their
and
cleaned
democrats
that
Auto. 'Phone, 671.
constitutions are the principal ways in which the disease is manifested.
platform and called it "popular
Those who have inherited this blighting trouble may succeed in holding-- it 'o order. Give me a trial.
forHave The Evening Citizen
O. BAMBINI.
derisively
s.iginal Ized as in check during young, vigorous life : but after a spell of sickness, or when
warded to your address when
"squatter sovereignty," and curried the
weaken and bse its natural vitality, the ravages of
system
has
begun
to
you go away on your vacation.
In Self uefeme
.1.
the country on it.
manifest and sometimes run into Consumption. Major lliinmi. editor and manager of
the disease will
a paid up sub- If you are no-DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
S. S. K. goes down into the circulation and forces out the scrofulous deposits, the Constitutionalist. Emminence, Ky
scriber, please lei us know when
What Caused the Civil War.
you order the paper forwarded,
kills the germs and completely fines the disease. It changes the quality of when In- was fiercely attacked, four
Later, the south waded knee
SHERMAN-WILLIAMPAINT Covers more, loon best, wears 'he
and aUo let us know if you de- in perdition upon a punctilio. Toombs the Mixd by removing all impurities and poisons and supplying this vit.il years mo, by piles hnnsht a box of
ad- - '4
full meai-ureyour
economical;
s.re
home
longest,
Btopped
It
wMch
at
he
of
mos'
Salve,
lluekien'o
vegetable
Arnica
f.uid
rich,
Awith
iiulities.
(hat
S.
Benjamin
S.
S.
purely
knew
a
is
both
nd
Be careful to give post- - 4
BUILDiNu PAPER Always In stock. I'lasicr, Lime. Cement. 1'i.t.t.
weakened says: "it. cured nie in ten di.s and 4 dret-slmighty God had give.u Kansas a soil medicine and is especial) V adapted to systems which have
hotel or street address, in "
Glass, Sash. Doors, Etc.
and poorly nourished by scrofulous Ll.xxl. Literature on Scrofula and med no trouble since. Quickest healer of 4 office,
aid a climate that made African slavall cases.
2ac
sores,
cuts
and
burns,
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEX.
ery impossible. What they were conical udvite lite.
it
it
I
SwtfT SPCCinC CO., ATLANTA. CA. j at all dru gists.
tending for was the right under the
twa
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be banner money makers
for you

Be Held
Has Been Issued-T- o
Here September 17, 18

IS DESTINED

Remember, you're getting old and opportunities

19. 1906

IN COMMERCIAL CLUB ROOMS

Outline of Program For the Three
Days' Session and
the Officers.

Beautiful, level

119 S. Second St.

Second Day, Tuesday, September 18.
Morning Session, 9:30 a. m.
1
Report of President Ullery, dele
gate to national convention.
2 Unfinished business.
3 New business.
4 Address. Prof. F. A. Sullivan.
'
5 General discussion.
Aiternoon.

mmmm

.

7

querque members.
Evening.
The Pike, guests of the Albuquerque
members.
Day, Wednesday, September 19.
Morning Session, 9:30 a. m.
1
Report of committee on order of
business, rules and regulations.
2
report of committee on perman
ent organization.
3 Election of officers.
4 General discussion.
5 Selection of next place of meet

Third

Ing.

Afternoon

members.

Evening
Reception and banquet to visiting
members.
Temporary Officer.
Ullery,
President Clarence

Board see the difficulties that surrounded
him; the irritations that vexed him.
In
and their continuation, which tried
his very soul. And that I may prevent prejudice, I say now, when years
have enabled me to form my judgments without partiality or without
thought of revenge, that as millionaires go, he ws kind and considerate as any who might have been
picked from a bunch. But it Is my
American Association.
all In truth, truth
At Cleveland
R. H. E. purpose to set down
I will not depart from
9 12 3 as I see It, and
Cleveland
Washington
2 this, though It make the master grieve
8
should in reach his eye. And If it
Batteries Joss,
iels, Bernhard, should,
I beg him to forgive me, for,
Bemls
Buelow; Falkenberg,
and
as the Indiana novelists say. I write
Hughes and Wakefield.
naught in envy or In malice.
National League.
I was a proud and happy man. For
At Pittsburg
R. H. E.
Pittsburg
4 16 1 21 years I had worked on my father's
Boston
0 4 1 farm, having been born on one Just 21
years before. In the meadow, the
Batteries Leever and Gibson;
corn field and the wheat field I had
and Needham.
tolled many long and weary days.
Western League,
Ah, the garden!
And In the garden!
At Sioux City
R. H.E. It was there 1 had given my best
Sioux City
10 15 4 labor to the earth, for I was glad
9 15 4 when the tomato, the potato and the
Pueblo
Batttries iewlln and Friese; Stim- - bean sprang from the earth, soon to
mel and Messltt.
go to the table, and there appease
At Lincoln
R. H. E. the hunger of the honest worker. I
5
2
Lincoln
3 had a pride tn my garden, the pride
Denver
1
1 of the skilled
7
husbandman, and I
Batteries Jones and Zlnran; Paige complained not, though often at night,
and Weigardt.
after pulling the weeds, I felt like
At Des uiolnes
R. H.E. the man In the before-takinpicture
Des Moines
3 8 1 of the advertisement of a kidney and
1
3
Omaha
3 liver cure. Full many a time I longed
Batteries Manske and Dexter San- - to leave the farm, not that the labor
ders and Gonding.
was hard, for I was strong, and willing, but because there was such a
MULE SUBSTITUTED
variety of work to be performed, so
FOR MAN POWER many things to be done in the field,
As a temporary arrangement, until
the barn and woodshed, that I was ofelectric cars can be installed, the Cop- ten
in my work as a gardener.
per Queen Mining company has de- Manybehind
a time had I wished that I
cided to place mules in the Gardner could leave the old farm and find
t
shaft in the 400 and
levels, employment on some rich man's place
to be used for pulling ore cars.
where I could concentrate my efforts
Heretofore the cars have been han- on the garden. And at last my hopes
dled entirely by men and one car is were realized,
I had received the
all that a man can push at a time. appointment of for
gardener on Mr. John
It Is figured that a mule can pull five Allrox's "place."
was proud and
cars and for that reason It is believed happy man.
the innovation will be a material sav"Tillman," sai.l Mr. Allrox for my
ing. Two nlules will be placed on the
name is 111 Tillman "Tillman.
400 level and two on the 900.
business
It is not known Just how Boon work have30been in the financiering
years, as messenger, bookwith the mules wil begin, but the for
keeper, cashier and president of the
levels on which they are to ne placed Goujam
National bank. Although ray
are being
double
and salary has
tracked
)
never been more than
switches Installed, and as so; n as
a year, t have kept my eyes open
this work Is completed, they will be
and my pocket book shut, and I am
in the shaft.
now worth at least $5,000,000. So I
In view of the fact that the Copper
Queen Mining company Is planning nave not. been a complete failure.
"But I have iai.ed In the greatest
to have the re cars In the uardner
shaft run by electric motors In the ambition of my life. That Is, to make
near future, the using of mules will a profit from my farm. I thought I
be Dut temporary.
Reliable informa- had solved It. Last year I sold all
tion was received today to the effect our vegetajies to a commission man
the city. But accidentaaly I learned
that It will be a matter of but a short In
I had been buying tnem back from
time until the motors are installed.
my
grocer at prices 25 to 150 per
In the Holbrook shaft It Is being
planned to instan a small hoist for cent higher .tan I had sold. Now I
light work between the 200 and 500-fo- only ask that you raise enough stud
levels. The shaft is open be- to feed myself and wife and lae emtween these levels and the new hoist ployes. Can you do it?"
"I kin." I replied.
or windlass will be used for carrying
"Good," he said. "As you will notimbers up and down and for the use
of men going from one level to an- tice, everything has been planted and
other. As the shaft is at present, It Is growing, and your one duty Is to
Is necessary for a man wanting to go see that It ripens
that is, your on.y
from one level to another to make the duty excepting one, vhich Is to look
trip by one of the neighboring shafts.
El Paso Times.
New-Mexic-

1

1

Ros-wel-

l.

Vice President A. Borders, Albuquerque .
Secretary F. H. Strong Albuquerque.
Treasurer L. K. Montenie, Santa
Fe.
New Msxico Funeral Directors &

Em-

balmers' Association.

Officer.
President Clarence Ullery, Roswell
A. Borders, AlbuVice President
querque.
Secretary F. H. Strong. Albuquer
que.
Treasurer L. F. Montenle, Santa
Fe.
Members,
Clarence Ullery, Hoswell; A. Borders, F. H. Strong, B. D. Adams, Albuquerque; E. L. Fugate, Raton; Chas.

$15,-0'H-
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after the poultry.

I have 50 hens and
roosters, which cost me an average $4
apiece. And, oh, Tillman" his voice
was nearbreaking he was so affected
"If you could only manage to get us
a fresh egg for breakfast now and
then! It Is such a nuisance, this thing
of carrying them from the city on
the electric cars.'
"I will do my best," I said. "If
there's any eggs in your hen's I'll get
em out If I have to usj a corkscrew."
"Spoken like a man!" exclaimed the
master. "Tliiman, I believe In a workman having good tcols and all the
garden .mplemenis are first class.
Come, I will show tnem to you."
He led the way to the tool house,
where I beheld such tools as no plain
farmer which I was had ever seen.
He placed a hoe In my hands.
"This, said he, "Is a fine (iece of
Chippendale, a colonial piece as fine,
as I ever have seen. See the blade is
nandforged steel, nicke.-piateand
the handle Is a piece of East India
mahogany. I picKed It up In an auctioneer's shop In Philadelphia only
$75. It was a lovely bargain."
"Excuse me, sir," I said, returning
the hoe to him. "I have not washed
my hands for two hours.'
"Nonsense," said ne. "Don't be
afraid ot scratching It. Good mahogany never was Injured by usage. You
see, this handle has the dull finish. If
there are any scratches on it they will
be taken out this fall by the hardwood finlsner who always straightens
things up when we return to the city.
"But ctme. ' he ai'ded kindly, "you
must be tired. I will take you to Mr.
Si..dds, the superintendent
of the
place, who will give jou some Instruc
tions In' larm etiquet and some re-- ;
I irusi you get a good
freshments.
night's rest, for I wish you to manicure the corn tomorrow.
And thus did trouble head itself in
my direction.

CHAPTER II.
cannot Bay that I was favorably
Impressed with Mr. Skidds. 1 recall
that my first thought was that he was
a pompous sort of gentleman, as he
wore patent leather shoes, a diamond
ring and a blue pcarf pin.
"1 suppose you know your business
as a gerdener, Tillman, or the master
would not have employed you," he
said, "but, of course, you know nothing of the rules of etiquette enforced
on a farm like ours. First of all, you
must remember to speak of Mr. Allrox as the master when referring to
him in conversation with others. Addressing him you may say, 'Mr. Allrox.' You will also adilresse me and
refer to me as 'Mr. Skidds." I am
'Mr.' to evwybody on this farm, and
I
will tolerate no familiarity from
even the master. You are plain Tillman. Allow no one, under any circumstances, to call you 'HI' or 'Til.'
The coachman Is James, not O'Brien,
nor Mr. O'Brien, nor Jib, but James,
plain James, always.
The farmer,
the employe who looks after the products of the field. Is Johnson Johnson and nothing else.
The. housekeeper Is Mrs. Bunk, the cook Is
Mulligan, not Bridget, nor Miss Mulligan, nor Mrs. Mulligan, but plain Mulligan. The waitress Is Emma, and the
maid In the front of the house la Antoinette. Her real name Is Maggie.
but the Mistress prefers Antoinette,
and Antoinette goes."
"How shall I speak of Mrs. Allrox?" I asked.
"You must not speak of her at all,
nor speak to her. She Is not at all
likely to speak to you, not if you work
I

im.iiiii

from all the counties for this year's
school census. The figures show that
the population of the terlrtory la rapidly incheaslng, as the Increased enrollment over last year Is 940. There
are some diesappointmeuts. however,
and unexpected results. There was
idly increasing, as the Increased
counties and a decrease In five
counties, showing a shifting about of
the population. The most surprising
result Is in Pima county, which lost
482 children of school age during the
year, if the census was properly taken. The largest Increase was S8S, in
Cochise county;
Maricopa county,
however, still has the largest total of
school population, with Cochise second.
Uraham county Is among the
losers, and It Is supposed that many
Graham county people have moved to
Gila county since the boom started.
Following are the figures by

here a lifetime, bin Bhould she at any
time do so, simply raise your hat. If
she asks you a question, answer It,
of course, but It Is hardly possible she
will.
Her social duties keep her so
busy she probably will never see you.
If by any possibility she gives you an
order, .raise your hat and tell her
you take orders irom Mr. Skidds and
from nobody else except the master,
And don't forget thai. Nobody has
any right to tell you to do anything,
nobody except me. By rights, the
master shouldn't, but he Is a peculiar
old party a nice old pop, though
and he butts in now and then. When
he does, you may obey him.
The
master has two daughters, by the
way. You must raise your hat when
you meet them, but never presume to
speak to them or of them."
"This ain't no place for me, Mr.
Skidds," I said. "I kin be uz polite
ux th' next feller", but I don't call no
man master. I'm Jest uz good ui he
"Sb! Of course you are Just as
good, but you haven't as much money,
and if you did you wouldn't sepearate
yourself from It as he does. You are
to receive $75 a month. Forty dollars of that are for speaking of him
as master and calling me 'Mr.' Now
come to the bathroom with me, and
clean your nails and then get a kite
to eat."
I followed
him to the bath room
where he gave me a brush and nail
file, and after showing me how to use
them he said, "The master provides
these things for the employes, and if
you remain thirty days they become
your property. You may take them
with you when you quit."
"It seems f me that Mr. Allrox "
"The master,"
interrupted
Mr.
Skidds.
"Excuse me." I said. "It seems to
me that the master ain't so bad furn-lshi- n'
a place like this fer th" hands
V warsh.
A hired hand don't often git
uz good."
"Tut, tut," said Mr. Skidds, most
Impatiently. "You are no hired hand.
Don't you know there are no hired
hands east of Kansas? You are the
gardener."
I went to the employes' dining room
where I dined on crackers and milk,
being not very hungry. While I was
eating, the housekeeper entered the
kitchen and I heard her ask Mr.
Skidds, "How does he look?"
"A Rube for fair," replied
Mr.
Skidds.
"I don't care about that," she said.
"What I want to know is, can he
raise vegetables? Can he do something to help us escape from the
clutches of those cursed city grocers
who send us nothing but stale vegetables and charge us double prices "
"I don't know anything about that,"
said Mr. Skidds. "The master generally picks a dead one, but I think
this fellow Is all right. He's never
worked on one of these playgrounds
before and hasn't been spoiled. But
I suppose he'll be as bad as the rest
by next spring."
"1 hopu the master doesn't spoil
him by springing any of his theories
of farming." said the housekeeper. "If
he does, wo might Just as- - well make
up our minds that he'll be a failure."
"I'll tell you one thing," said Mr.
Skidds. "Jf the old man buttsin to
this Rube's business I'll bat him one
on the Jaw he'll never forget. I won't
stand for it."
I was much perplexed, but I said
nothing.
(To be continued.)
Galveston's Sea Wall
makes life now as safe In that city as
on the higher uplands. E. W. Goodloe,
who resides on Dutton street, in
Waco, Tex., needs no sea wall for
nfety. He writes: "I have used Dr.
King's New Dlsoovery for consumption the past five years and it keeps
me well and safe. Before that time
I had a cough wntcu for years had
been growing worse. Now It's gone."
Cures chronic coughs, la grippe, croup
whooping cough and prevents pneumonia.
Pleasant to take. Every uot-tl- e
guaranteed at all druggists. Price
50c and $1. Trial bottle free.
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Consolidated

Treasurer.

Liquor Co.

Successors to
MELINI & EAKIN, and BACHECHI

& GIOMI.

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

Wines, Liquors & Cigars
We keep everything in
stock to outfit the most fastidious bar complete
Have been appointed exclusive agents
in the Southwest for
JOS. SttHLITZ,
WM. LEMP AND
ST. LOUIS A. B. C.
BREWERIES.
YELLUW8TUNE,
GREEN RIVER,
W. H. McBRA ER'S
CEDAR BROOK,
LOUIS HUNTER,
T. J. MONARCH,

And other standard

brands ot whiskies

too numerous to mention.

WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS
But sell the straight article as received by us from the best Wineries,
Distilleries and Breweries in the United States. Call and Inspect our
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List,
issued to dealers only.

St. Michael's College
CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

SANTA FE,

FORTY-EIGHT-

-

-

NEW MEXICO

YEAR

H

BEGINS SEPT. 3rd, 1906

BRO. E. LEWIS, PRESIDENT
THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing

First and Marquette

Albuquerque, New Mexico

to those who are anxious to have a
gas range, yet are postponing buying
till next year, we are making this
unique otter, good till August 20.
Detroit Jewel Ga Range No.
$21.00. Terms, $5 cash and 4 a
month for four months.
Detroit Jewel Gas Range, No.
$22.50.
Terms, $5 cash and $3.50 a
month for five month.
FREE PLUMBING.
To each purchaser of a range will
be given, free, one year's subscription to one of the following magazines
The Delineator, Good Housekeeping
or Woman's Home Companion. This
exceptional offer will be closed after
Monday, August 20th.
62-1-

25-1-
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SfcLEADING DRUGGISTS

CO.

Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

BOTH PHONES

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

4s2
Iu9
133

3

19
1

S'lS

COROMADO TENT CITY
CORONADO BEACH, CALIFORNIA

ASK ANY

is

'JO

Give us your ROUGH DRV work,
and get is back Wednesday.
Imperial Laundry Co.
Monday,

Chas. Mellnl, Secretary

O. Bachechl,

1900. Gain. Loss.

9.12

4.GS5
741
1,129
4.453
5.535
494
1.0 41)

Navajo ...
3,941
Pima
9x3
Pinal
Santa Cruz 1.817
Yavapai .. 2.542

....

J. D. Eakln, President.
O. GiomI, Vice President.

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Go.
CORNER 4th A NO GOLD

en-eig-

1905.

First Nat'l Bank Bid.
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BUT RECENTLY TAKEN
Territorial School Superintendent
R. L. Ixng has received the figures
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SCHOOL CENSUS

ARIZONA

There's a
woman you know
who looks younger and
fresher in the face every
time she goes out. It puzzles you to understand
how she keeps her youthful complexion.
It certainly looks real and yet
you feel that she must
have some secret which
you hav'nt.
It's just this:
She uses Hagan's Magnolia Balm, a delicate liquid
which restores the skin to
its youthful glow and life.
Wise women have been
using it for forty years.
It's as harmless as the
water you drink. Try it
and see what a pleasant
story your mirror will
have to tell.
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Fair grounds, guests of Albuquerque
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UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS IMPROVEM'T GO,
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Kugate.

Evening.
Ride about the city as the guests of
the Albuquerque members.

t

IN JUST A FEW YEARS THESE LOTS WILL BE WORTH
FROM $500 TO $600 EACH

75

Committees.
Executive committee A. Borders,
chairman; L. F. Montenle, Richard
ihorn, M. C. Strong.
Permanent organization, order cf
business, rules and regulations.
Finance committee L. F. Montenle,
chairman; F. H. Strong, A. Borders.
Entertainment, and lecturers.
Membership and credentials F. H.
Strong, A. Borders, B. O. Adams, E. L.

Conference wuli Territorial
of Health.
Conference with railroads

50-foo-

safari

Carlsban; Jos. Granlto. Cerrillos;
C. Strong, Las truces.

Afternoon Session, 2 ip. m.
Reports of Committees.
Executive committee A. Borders,
chairman.
Finance committee L. F. Montenle,
cnalrman.
Membership and credentials
F. H.
Strong.
s
Richard
Constitution and
i horn, chairman.
Legal advice and legislation.
Conferences with territorial Board
of Health W. M. Lewis, chairman.
Conference with railroads.
General discussion of the

TO BE THE ARISTOCRATIC RESIDENCE
SECTION OF ALBUQUERQUE

Call at office, U 9 South
Second Street, for Illustrated Booklet

CHAPTER I.
In this and the chapter that will
follow I may set down certain facts
s
and code that will lead the reader to believe
Constitution and
chairman;
Thorn,
of ethics uichard
my old master was an unkind and an
Music.
W. M. Iewlg. N. L. Johnson, J. A. unjust man. If I do, I beg you to pass
Ro. call.
Duff.
them without such a verdict, and
Report of President Ullery.
Legal advice and legislation W. M. rather to reproach me for my awkReport of Secretary F. H. Strong Lewis,
J.
Wagner,
A.
chairman; cnas.
wardness of expression, that caused
Appointment of special committees.
Buck, J. A. Duff. Job. Granlto.
this; for as I look back now I can

Fair grounds, guests of the

MS

are growing less

Wagner, L. F. Montenle, Santa Fe:
W. M. Lewis. Las Vegas; A. J. Btirk,
Alamogord:; Jas. A. Duff. Farmlngton;
W. L. Jonnson, Raton; ri. m. Thorn,

Mon-teni-

THREE

lots, only $25 to $150 each. Only $5 down;
balance, $5 a month. No Interest. No Taxes. No Mortgages

m-im-

The program of the first annual convention of the New Mexico Funeral
Directors and Embalmers' association,
fresh from the press of The Evening
Citizen Job rooms, has been Issued,
and Is as follows:
Meetings to be held In the parlors
of the Commercial club, Albuquerque.
N. M., September 17, 18, 19, 1906.
First Day, Monday, beptomber 17th.
Morning Session, 9:30 a. m.
1
Call to order, President Clarence
Ullery, Roswtll, N. M.
2
Invocation, Rev. John W. Barron,
pastor
First Congregational
church.
' 3 Music.
Address of welcome. Hon. Frank
McKee, mayor of Albuquerque.
5 Response, Treasurer L. F.
Santa Fe, New .Mexico,
6
7
8
9
10

PAGE

Let the next 6 months

BALMERS

and

EVENING CITIZEN.

A delightful place to spend your summer vacation. Kurnished tent.s and
palm cottages for rent at reasonable rates. Yu may do your own cooking, or you can et your meals at the restaurant.
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Short Stories

I

LATE RUSSELL SAGE
iOOCOOOOCKOOOCC

The Citizen Publishing Company

EVENING

Fall Opening of Boys' and Youth's Clothing

The Bible says "the memory of the Just Is blessed."
SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY
WOULDN'T WALK THAT WAY.
President.
If so, the memory of Hussell Sage is nut blessed, but
An Irish woman walked into a large
Infamous, because he was not Just. Fift en years ago department s'cre. T.'.e Fl:or Walker,
bow ic.'ged, asked her
a crank named Norcross came ino Saga's private office who was vfiDIRECT PRIMARY SYSTEM
tier, snc told
nat Tie could d.
Tho conference called by Governor Cummins to with a bomb. He intended to kill the financier with It. him that s.ic would ior
like to look at the
deleSage
aside
Mr.
One of the clerks in the office pushed
handkerchiefs that were advertised.
meet In Des Moines In September which Includes
Just walk, this way. ma'am, said
gates from all the states to consider the bent means and interposed his body as a shield between his emthe floor walker.
by
was
brave
the
selected
may
I.aidlaw
be
bomb.
William
senators
ployer
the
and
Stales
liy which United
The woman looked at his lees
"No, sir,' indignantly replied the
Our idea of success is to give each purchaser of Boys'
direct vote of the people, will challenge tlio interest of Clerk. He was frightfully mangled and hears today upon
his back no less than 174 distinct scars, marks of the old lady, "I'll die first.'
the entire country.
and Children's Clothing such careful attention and
Whether or not the conference will decide upon a wounds made by the particles of the bursting bomb. He
ONE TOO MANY.
Reilthing, and
conscientious service that her full satisfaction will
concerted movement to change the federal constitution is a cripple for life. Some of the muscles of the back ly,Discretion is a good
the tailor, had a heap of It.
can not be forecasted. That Is a long road to enter that control locomotion were destroyed and l.aldlaw
One morning Mrs. Murphy, a custo
merit continued patronage.
. upon.
But whatever Is decided the delegates will not hobbles about a twisted semblance of a human. He mer, came Into the shop and found
him busy with pencil and paper. She
tail to consider the direct primiiry system. The use of has not been able to do a day's work in the fifteen long asked
Our idea of what the best Juvenile Clothing
him what he was doing.
statutory
or
practice
party
by
whether
years.
this method
Oi'm makln' a list uv all the min
should
'
espebe is expressed in the extensive line of suits
enactment Is no novelty in some of the states,
Of course Mr. Sage must have been heart full of In this block that Oi kin lick."
Hev yez got Murphy's name down?
cially In the south. Ten or twelve southern states use gratitude toward the man who saved his life. Listen!
larger
boys,
small
and
and overcoats for
ranging in age from 2 to 17 years. The
asked she.
the system with successful results. Other states have I.aidlaw was Jak.n to the hospital, where for months he "Murphy heads me list."
the
of
correctness
speak
for
garments will
our standard if you will come and see
Home flew Mrs. Murphy and broke
hovered on the verge of death, suffering untold agony.
followed. Oregon a state largely in advance of others
his agents make the news to her man. He was In Reil-ly'recently chose a senator in this way. The other dai Il- Never during all that time did Sage or Sage
attention
you
and
courtesy
them, and the
receive will win your approval of our
snop in a Jiffy.
would offer
a single inquiry about him. Certainly
linois selected Senator Cullom by this direct primary to pay the doctor's bills. No, he never did. Surely
Me woman tells me ye re attner
welcome
our
at
will
always.
You
store
be
methods.
method. There is little doubt that Iowa will incorporate ihen, this man with sixty millions of money provided in making a memorial table uv the min
got
ye've
lick,
yez
that
and
can
that
primary law to which his will a decent sum for the savior of his life? Not a me
this feature into the state-widat the head of It. Is that so?"
red cent! Most men would have gone about the rest of
the legislature Is pledged.
"Sure and It's true. What uv It?
feeling that a lifetime of devotion said Rielly.
Fine Clothing and
Fine Clothing and
In the absence of a constitutional provision for a their days with the
were too small to repay such a debt. Not Sage. He,
Furnishings
"Ye eood for nothin' li'tle grass nop- Furnishing!
direct vote, the popular demand for the election of Unit- multimillionaire,
well because of the sacrifice per, Oi could commit suicide on yez
alive
and
in
itself
manifesting
people
is
by
Ihe
senators
ed Slates
an employe, betrayed no more generous feeling- to- with me little finger. Oi could wipe up
the direct primary. The plan is a part of the great of
Lnidhiw than he would have shown to a horse that the floor wlil ye wid me hands tied winiiiummii uiiiiuiimi iii'iii wimiHUHiiiiiniTwa
ward
government
back
movement of the people to take their
moved between him and a horrible death. behind me."
accidentally
Into their own hands. By the employment of the direct
Are ye sure uv that?" asked Reilly.
The whole miserable story comes out in the effort
primary system the legislature becomes a register
Ol'm
sure and more about It."
to
up
the
made by one of the legatees to make
All right, then." said Reilly. "if
where the people's will is put upon record. It is always being
cripple some return for the heartless neglect of vere sure uv It, I'll scratch ye off the
possible to buy a majority of a state legislature. It is poor
This legatee Is getting up a petition to be signed list."
never possible to buy a majority of ihe votes of the Sage.
by the others and to be presented to Mrs. Sage, asking
people.
of KITTY FARUQH AR'S DECEPTION.
While the states are thus considering the matter oi that a modest sum be paid to Laidlaw the InremainderYork
Prof. Mason Warburton, having for
people
New
Failing
this
and
helpless
life.
his
directing their legislatures in the selectiou of United
gotten his latchkey, muttered an ab
we can sell you
to
legatees
are
anything
will
the
do
Mrs.
if
doubt
Sa.ie
States senators, it would be well for them to consider be asked to make up a purse for I.aidlaw. Some of the stracted "Pear, denr,
and went
cheaper
the
to
amenable
legislature
our commaking
kitchIn
the
the
the need of
say around to the back door.
people in all other things'. This can be done by the apologists for Sage and they are few In number was en ho found a slim, young person
petitors.
Ielt his money to his wife because he knew she
tugging frantically at a huge kettle,
initiative and referendum, but by all means have the lie
inclined and would do good with the money. the contents of which showed unmis
First. We are in our
recall included. In city, In county and in state, the charitably.Mrs.
a
Sage may be charitably inclined in small takable signs of boiling over.
people should have the right of originating legislation Possibly
own
building don't pay
way. Certainly there was no sign of a desiro in Sage's
The professor grasped the situation
If the respective governing bodies are derelict in doing
simultaneously and
kettle
and
the
go
money
misery.
to
The
relieve
should
his
will
that
a month rent.
no; of vetoing any action, law or enactment which the
transferred the latter to the kitchen
governing bodies may take or pass but of which the flinty old sinner had to leave his money with somebody table. Then he gazed with interest
Second.
We buy enhe could not cary a dollar of it past the guar'
people do not approve; and of recalling any political He knew
at the winsome person a stranger to
(if the pearly gates.
dians
tirely
in car lots lowest
him.
servant whom the people may deem recreant to the trust
His sister Celia had said she
it is difficult to find words to properly characterize expected a new arrival and clearly
they have committed to him. These three additions to
biggest discounts.
prices;
our representative system of government are badiy the meanness of Sage's shameful neglect of I.aidlaw. she had referred to this new cook.
reposes
by
a
to
body,
thick
her
in
Sage's
welcome
shield,
a
human
it
incumbent
He
saved
felt
We pay cash
needed in every state, and now that the people all over
the household.
the country are showing a determination to take into sieel coffin. Let his memory rot withsoul-ru-the body! There to "My
every
girl,"
began.
invoice
gooil
he
coming
this
example
no
more awful
of
than
their own hands the matter of selecting United States could be
"Kitty, sir," she said.
g
Sage and his base ungratefulfor
into
our
senators, the other three and more important matters story of
store
the
past
trust .you
"Ami a very nice name.
led to no eecen
ness. So long as his
should not be overlooked.
vvi'l like your 'situation."
disten
been
years
has
cloth
triclty greater than his haunting of second-han- d
Her finger was burned and he ban
ing stores and the wearing of $7 suits the world could daged it with a strip of his handker
counted.
ANOTHER LIE NAILED
afford to smile, but this I.aidlaw matter is different. chief.
There was no hurry about
The Phoenix Gazette recently said: "Just what the That evil can not be interred with his "nones, it must luncheon, he told her.
He passed on and Miss Katherine
influences are that are at work over in Now Mexico that be made to serve as an object lesson of infamous in
been in the furniture
d
stinginess. He showed no bow Farquhar sank into a chair and
are creating sentiment against joint statehood are not gratitude and
she
laughed
There
cried.
she
until
years understand it in every detail -business for the past twenty-fiv- e
known, but that there is some sort of a change in senti- els of mercy to him to whom he owed every thing.
was found by her hostess, Mrs. Celia
was
Sage
ungrateful.
not
WithHe
unjust
was
merely
is
certain.
and
parts
of
territory
the
certain
in
ment
Hartman. to whom she related the
where and how to buy.
in the past few weeks no less than half a dozen news- was Indecently hard hearted. Let it be recorded of joke of the tall, pleasant-lookin- g
gen
papers have come out openly against jointure and it is Russell Sage's memory that his stinginess led him to tleman who had mistaken her for a
FURNITURE, CARPETS
criminal neglect and to a smallness of soul that was tit cook.
promised that more are to follow."
DRAPERIES.
HartMrs.
Mason,"
said
Commenting on this and more of the same char- terly lacking in the proper feelings of ordinary hu
It whi
man, "anil if he mistook you for the
acter In the same article, the New Mexican of yesterday manity.
cook you must be the cook."
said: "The statements in the above editorial are not
"I think not," retorted Kitty. "For
00000-0000XXborne out by facta as far as they relate to this terrione thing, I can not cook."
tory. So far as known there are but four weekly papers
EACH SHOULD ATTEND
That makes no difference. I'll try
in this territory opposed to Joint statehood at this time.
to stand it, and Mason never knows
One of them is republican in politics and the other three
TO HIS OWN BUSINESS
what he's eating, anyway."
claim to be democratic. Of these, three are published in
"But why, persisted Kitty, "should ing some money each year
I be your cook?"
the English language. There are three papers published OOCXP CCKOCXXXXXXXXXXXC00OCtX
is o I
1
1
I
o
"Because," said Mrs. Hartman, "you and who has a bank account
in the Spanish language that are leaning towards oppoin his open letter to the mayor of Tacoma berating
from
assured sound sleep, freedom
sition, but have not yet come out openly on the question. the managers of a ball for not admitting a sailor to a are the only woman who has made
worry of the future, and possesses
New Mexico voters of Spanish or Mexican descent ure dunce, Rear Admiral Goodrich was guilty of a breach Mason sit up and take notice. He
PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
finger,
your
and
satisfying independence.
to
burned
attended
a
acnot hankering after union with Arizona. They will
of good manners most, surprising in un officer of the yet I had an arm in a sling for two
book
EASY TO REACH.
The pages of every bank
cept the situation believing it to be the best thing under United States navy.
weeks and he never noticed it. I have
are interesting when you can read
the circumstances and for all concerned. There are, no
RELIEVES PAIN.
If It was the admiral's desire to protest against the had some of the prettiest girls in the
the hidden meaning of the figures. doubt, some influences at work to create anti-joiThere is nothing like the satisfacrefusal of the managers of a function to admit a sailor world here to visit me, but he would
BUILDS UP THE SYSTEM.
Btatehood sentiment and if that can not be done, to lull to a private and doubtless exclusive social affair, he not be lured from his den."
tion of the man who from day to
watches his bank acthe voters into apathy in order to reduce the majority could have done so without insulting with apparent
eagerly
day
CURES
RHEUMATISM.
So Ki'4y was the cook, with the
lor joint statehood on election ' day. These Influences wantonness the people of the city. Good breeding and help
count grow. He has an interest
of Celia. The professor forgot
CURES KIDNEY AILMENTS.
and pride in the columns of figures.
can be easily traced and are not of a right, patriotic and a sense of propriety would certainly not sanction the ill about the latchkey, and formed
They t'-- a record of history to
honest kind. They shun the light of the day and hide open letter" method, nor the intemperate language in the habit of entering the horse by
CURES DIABETES.
Min a history that concerns himthemselves In the dark, 'as the adulterer waiteth for the which the admiral's letter was couched.
the t ack door. He developed a- sud
future.
the
family
and
self,
his
CURES INDIGESTION.
twilight, thinking that no man's eye seeth him." The
Much has been said of late by Mr. Roosevelt and den streak of industry that, led him
We are anxious that you secure
men who pull the strings of these Influences are of the others about the respect which the uniform of the army to carry coal and split the wotd. He
CURES DROPSY.
a bank lnxk and record history f"r
ilk comprising the tax dodgere and knockers, the liars and navy of the United States should command. The praised the culinary accomplishments
yourself. It's interesting. We furgave
Kitty
He
new
cook.
of the
and falsifiers of New Mexico conditions and leading
nish the book.
uniform of our country does receive the respect that Is books to read, and told his sister, in
its due, but it alone does not constitute for Its wearers
ACCOMMODATIONS
FIRST
confidence, that, considering her lack
passport into social circles or social functions.
of advantages she was a remarkably THE BANK OF COMMERCE!
CLASS.
There is no more rigid enforcement of the rule of Intelligent young woman. The profesARIZONA AND STATEHOOD
MEXICO
NEW
spent whole evenings assisting ALBUQUERQUE.
The joint statehood men of Arizona are going to exclusion of the private from equality in society with the sor
fi r
her studies.
See Santn Fe Agent for round
make a determined fight to move public Bentiment In officers of the army and navy, or more discrimination
For a time Kitty gave Celia a full
favor of accepting the terms offered by congress. In used than in the official social functions at the White record of the day's happenings. Thui
rates, good for thirty day.
trip
addition to showing the advantages of statehood and House.
she grew strangely uncommunicative.
In
civil
life
people
right
dis
same
the
to
have
the
removing the prejudice and misapprehension that exist
Mrs. Hartman was disappointed over
concerning Nt-- Mexico, they will endeavor to show that criminate and to set up social standards ihat ffieia!dom tile waning of the j ke. At last she
am,
gates
and exercises.
thought she understood.
Joint statehood is the only solution of the question, ut
Admiral Goodrich has no right to force uiKm the so
least for many years. They will show that if Arizona deWarburton had just
l'rof.
clines to accept jointure and New Mexico consents, the ciety of Tacoma or any other city a person whom he proposed to his sister's cook. Shyiy
none
would
not
admit
given
to
a
A. C. BILICKE AND JNO. S. MITCHELL INVITE THEIR FRIENDS TO
himself,
by
ball
and
latter territory is likely to come in alone and Arizona
she confessed that she was not the
MAKE NEW MEXICO HEADQUARTERS AT THE
will probably be divided up and parceled out among sev would be more quick to reprimand a subordinate for in cook at all, but his sister's friend. He
viting
him
non
to
privates
a
social
where
function
and
say
was
interrupted
to
that
mei'e de
eral states or be allowed to remain a territory until she
commissioned officers were guests.
tail. Itut she persisted that it was al'
is willing to join the state of New Mexico.
IVr
Fortunately
common
a
the
decency
sense
conspiracy
and
to make him like her. So
It Is confidently believed that when the individual
having deceived him, she could not
world is not Influenced by either the uniform or the invoter comes face to face with Ihe proposition of remain
narry
him.
ing a territory or being admitted to all the privileges of signia of rank, but regards only the man in it.
Courtesy and attention t
Your friendship and patronage is appreciated.
"Would you mind telling me," he
All of this by the way to remarking that limes have
statehood, he will he very likely to mark bis ballot for
to us.
you began trying to
said,
guests
pleasure
when
'just
a
it
a
pass
pretty
when
an
president,
or
readied
the
officer make me care?"
the latter alternative.
LOCATION
The Arizona joint statehood people arc doing more of either the army or the navy or any other man asyou
wuen
"The the first night
HOLLENBECK HOTEL AND CAFE BETTER THAN EVER.
work for the cause than are the New Mexicans.
We sumes the right to regulate the social affairs of the came out Into the kitchen, after dinAND DESIRABLE.
CONVENIENT
seem to take it for granted that New Mexico sentiment people, and the people will not be slow to resent such ner."
"Then," said the professor, "you beis all that it should be on this question. As a matter arrogance, presumption and impertinence as that exNew Mexico people spending the Summer on the beaches are welcome to
gan loo late by, should judge, about
at fact, it Isn't. A good deal of work against Jointure hibited by Admiral Goodrich. 101 Paso Times.
feel at horre in our hotel when visiting Lot Angelet.
seven hours. Ity tnut lime I was tryis being done. It Is moie thun time that our joint
ing to make you care for me. Did jou
Klatehood supporters begun a definite and vigorous camOKT00000XXXC0X3CX3XX0CKOOOC'
DEPOT AND BEACH LINE CARS STOP AT THE HOLLENBECK DOOR.
LOTS OF FUN.
ve at
nevt r, little Kitty, near of
paign of education. Las Vegas Optic.
X
LOTS
LAUGHS.
OF
UNPOPULAR TAXATION
tlrsi sight?"
NEW SONGS
"Itraily? said Kitty. -- O.i, really?"
NEW SPFCIALTIES.
St. Johns Herald:
The meeting of the republican
DEVISED IN GERMANY 0 "When jilted ine keltic off the
and democratic territorial central committees in Phoenix
stove and von Mianked me,' said the
OCKXKXX)CKX000XXCCXXUOOOOO
professor, 'the mischief was done' AMATEUR CONTEST HELD EVERY
August 4 miserably failed to show any unanimous senti11
.r.
vim wair H undone?
ment against jointure. Fourteen republican votes were
FRIDAY NIGHT, AND CASH PRIZES
Sevca le.v taMs provided by the budget passed by
'tl.'i. r.o, t.aid Kitty.
AWARDED THe WINNERS.
cast first, last and all the time in full accord with pres- - ,1'ie German reichsiug last session have lust gone Into
ident Roosevelt's joint statehood sentiinen.s.
Fifteen furi o. and are expected to yield an annua! revenue of
A Money Saving Event.
PRICES OF ADMISSION, 15 AND
republican committeemen were not there. The demo- - JS.Mi.imio.ihhi ,,r $i;i,oiin,niin. Thev affect lit er,
Thnrsdav, August tub, the (lol- CENTS.
Mats were unanimously opposed to Jointure because all j royalties. I, ills of lading, nm.oi curs, unissued shares dwi itulc pry (loods Co., started
$1.50
Per Gallon
those of the committee who are favorable to joiuture and death duties. All are in .popular, especially the beer their famous Cash Cl arance Sale.
Orders
Special
Large
on
Price
were not there in person or by proxy. The republicans ax. This
graduated, heginnlng with ".u cents per you Know what these sales mean. A
who favor jointure were ignomiuiously thrust out of all (hundred weigh! of brewing materials used up to the first ureal money saving event fir you.
to any part of the city
the subcommittees not a single compliment given ihem twenty-fiv- e
tens.
rising to $1.L'.') per hundred weight Don'i tail to c me. See our half page
in ill's piper this weeli for bar-- I
y the gang that howled for "fair play" last winter; this (of materials.
The mx on cigarettes is lined according ad
::ains.
Khows the anils' plans and bow easily they lose their (to their price i,i refill Made. An 8 per cent tax is
The anil "harmony" lhat Ik supposed to cover t reduced on roysiths. bin nil my:tl'ies which amount
STAGE TO JEMEZ SPRINGS
Arizona exists only in befuddled imaginations.
The (to less thun Jl.::,o
exempt. The tax on bi'ls of
are fiudlcg it harder work every day to make their jing is graduated according to the weight and according
to
is prepared
The undersigned
Iilaus hold water. No won r they lo:,u their tempers, t the? amour. i inid lor freightage. The tax on motor
cars var.es tnun Ji'. iTi 10 fj.r.n. according to the size make trips to and from the celebrat.
8
Ined JCMEZ HOT SPRINGS. Any
Ijh Vegas Optic: The Opt is informed that Mc and horse-poweMotor cycles are taxed at the rate formation desired ran
be secured
)
W.
H.
RHffr
Andrews will be a candidate for renoiuinaper allium:. Motor omnibuses and calyj are
of $.'.,-,(H. Moore, No. 113 West
Delegate Andrews has gaiiied uud merited Ihe title lenipt from ihis tax. The tax oil unissued shares is one from George
avenue.
Rail.oad
of "the man who does tilings." He has made u first- - 'of 2 per cent. The death duties vary from 4 per cent
Agent For
JAMES T. JOHNSTON
llaKs delegate. He commands more influence in con to 1(1 per cent en ihe total value of the estate, accor lii.g
mSWnKEWBtUVSSIBnnBDDEBOMSIS
CiOcn Want ads bring results
Krvss thun any other New Mexican has ever command- - to the degree of relationship ,,f the he!rs to Ihe deceased
8
Embalming Is Our Specialty,
l. He is determined to secure for l.as Vegas a gov- - person. One of .he immediate results of the new
o
building and stop the long wrangle between '.he ule will 1o an increase in the price of beer us well as in
Ail kinds of coin machines sold or placed on commission. AmuseV
lowns on the pontofrice mailer. Ho can and will do i'.lthe price ef cigaie't.s. of which :!,:oii.Oiiii,onii are man- producers, money machines;
inent nickel end pennv machines, tradeinvestigation
Cor. Fifth Strtet and Radroad A
invited.
"euie a nsn tiutchery tor the Galliuas and o'her ufacluret every year n Germany. This of course will
'
X
investments,
large
on
profits
small
o
152.'
Auto.,
Colo, phone, Black, 2S8.
legislation of much importance to this county. And he fall heaviest upon the poore,- classes. The tax on
O
PENNY PARLOR, 216',i South Second Street, Albuquerque, N. M. 4
SIGNS
DATE
TO
LP
o
will work to Ihe best that Is in hiin Tor the Interests of mobiles will not matte,- much
d
a gcod
A Citizen Classified
to the persons who can
j afford to own
ihe whole territory. He should lie renominated.
i luvtsiniett.
them. lioston Transcript.
AVENUE.
208 WEST SILVER
W. T. McCRCIGHT,

W. ft. 8TRICKLER,
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vertising reduced rates on their
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TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS

Mr. Curtis Says That New 'The Soldiers. Now Kcstcd and To Double Track System From Met This Afternoon at Four
Topeka to Chicago-Numb- er
O'clock to Complete Final
Mexico Should Have
Refreshed. Entertain Friends
St. L
of Miles
Arrangements For
With Accounts of
More Creameries.
is.mv,.

Spelter.

j

uIm, Aug.

l.V

Spelter,

firm,

COST OF MILK AND BUTTEK LIFE AT CAMP MABRY. TEXAS YET TO BE DOUBLE TRACKED

Writer Tells Why Calves and Pigs 'Mamma's Boy" Wanted to Sleep. Official Thinks Koad May Double Other Notes of the Twenty-SixtTrack to Albuquerque
Two of Them Got Left.
are Stunted-Advi- ce
to
Annual Territorial
of
Day.
Some
the Battles.
Some
Stock Kaisers.
Fair.

"wool

St
steady and unchanged.

WOOL GKOWEKS CONVENTION

-

market,

Money Market.
New York, Aug. 15. Money on call,

h
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assortment of Odd Chairs
grealy reduced prices,
among them a most desirable lot of chairs at a reduction of 20 to 50 per cent.
We Gladly Show you
our stock, leaving your own
good ) udgment to do the rest.
iit

St. Louis Wool Markst.
A,,-

w

We place on sale a big

j

lj0,,la- -

FIVE

steady, 3 4i 4 per cent; prime mercantile paper, 540u per cent; bar silver, (iGVic.

Grain and Provision.
Chicago, Aug. .o. Close:
There was a nneting of the com
c; Dec. Zc.
Wheat Sept.
mittee appointed to look after the
Corn Sept. 48c; Dec. 44 He.
for the w:oI growers' conOats Sept. 38c: Pec. 32c.
vention to ue held In this city during
Fork Sept. $17.20; Jan. $13.55.
fair week, this afternoon at 4 o clock
Lard Sept. $8.67H; Oct. $S..(i,4.
in the headquarters o. tne fair assoRlbs--Se$8.i214; Oct. $8.70.
ciation, at which time many matters
Importance
to
pertaining
conof
uie
Stock Market.
vention were discussed and transactNew orK, Aug. 15. CloBlng stocks:
ed. The program for the convention Atchison
9o',4
308-31- 0
Ave.,
was mapped out, and the final arrangeN. M.
Do pfd
100
ments completed.
New York Central
141
Pennsylvania
13o
Manager McCanna of the fair asso- Southern Pacific
81
ciation, is trying to arrange a competi- Union Pacific
I61M1
tive drill oi the school children of the
Do pfd
94
different precincts in Beraali.in coun- Copper
1044
ty to take place during tne fair. If United States Steel
414
the arrangements can be completed
Do pfd
106 H
prizes will be offered tor those making
the best appearance. Mr. McCanna is
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
now In correspondence with Superintendent St roup regarding the matter,
No. 1 of tonight was reported a half
and It will pr.bably be added as a hour late this afternon at 4 o'clock.
feature of the fortnconnug fair. The All other incoming passengers reportdrills in the event that they are bold ed on time.
will take place In tne field in front of
The Silver City
Las Cruccn milthe grand stand, at the fair grounds, itia companies got. and
away for honi last
probably between races.
night at mu.night, after bet- ., the
guests of iiibuquerque
roug.i : t the
In a letter received by Hon. Solo- day, and at the Casino in the
mon Luna, president ot the fair as- A 'pleasant feature of lad nil-;:- ; s persociation L. E. Gould of Callup, editor formance at the Casino was :ie imColo. Phone BIk 93
Auto. Phone 292
of the McKinley vounty Republican, promptu "turn" done by one of the
states that tne Carlton City has a buglers cf the militia, who, upon recrack ball team that in all probability quest, mounted t..e stage, and sounded
will enter the base ball tournament to the different bugle calls. The bugler
he held here during the fair. Mr. was roundly applauded.
Gould also states that a game between
Prof, liiratn Hadley, superintendent
this city and the Gallup team lias al- of public instruction In New Mexico,
ready been arranged for a near date was in tne city this morning between
AGENTS
in tiie future.
trains en route to Santa e from a
visit to Las Cruces, where the Dona
Alexander iteid of terra Ainarilla Ana county teachers Institute
Is In
has w ritten President I.unji, of the fair session. Prof. Hadley says that the
association, to the elTuct
that the Mesllla valley is suffering much from
fruit growers of that district will lack of water Just now and that the
STEEL BALL BEARINGS, NONE
make an effort to have a suitable fruit valley
are going to suffer a
display ready in time for the fall fes- big lossfarmers
BETTER OR PRICES COMPARE
as a result of not having their
tival, and that, inasmuch as there are irrigation ditches
In good
condition.
a large number of fruh growers in The loss, he says, will
many
that district the exhibit will probably thonsands of dollars. amount to
be of an excellent class.
"The Store That Does Things."
117 Gold Avenue
Officers and directors or the twenty-sixtOur Cash Clearance Sale began
annual fair state that they are Thursday, August 9th. If you want
greatly pleased with the treatment genuine bargains in silks, dress goods,
accorded them and tue courtesies ex- linens, wash goods, etc., why come to
Don't Dlsputa with a Woman,
tended them by the Santa Fe railroad this sale. You will not be disappointand their hearty
in
Especially, if she tells you to owlr m
ed at the Golden liulo Dry Goods Co.
to make the coming fair tne
sack of
Kreatest ever.
The End of The World
EMPRESS FLOUR.
President Solomon Kuna has heen of troubles that robbed E. H. Wolfe,
Make no excuse, (it you should for
advised by General Manager A. G. of Rear Grove, la., of a.i usefulness,
get the order), that you could not
Wells that the Santa Fe will make a came when 1.3 began taking Electric
flnd It, for every flrt-cla- a
grooa
substantial appropriation for ihe pur- Pltters. He writes: "Two years ago
handles 'EMPRESS. You rrUl ahraya
pose of deiraying the expenses of an kidney trouble caused me great suffFANCY MEXICAN PEONS
find
good
good
bread,
biscuits, goo4
exhibit In the trades display.
ering, which I would never have surpastry and moat Important ot all
The advertising car, wine- - left last vived had I not taken Electric Bitgood
greet
you
cheer to
when yoa
evening on its initial advertising trip, ters. They also cured me of general
come home for your dinner. Try It
AS
TRAVELING COMPANIONS
covered with pictorial and descriptive debility." Sure cure for all stomach,
CALL THEM BULL FIGHTERS
EMPRESS FLOUR Is the Emprasa at
banners, was fixed up under the per- liver and kidney complaints, blood dis.
AND SAY THEY ARE
all others.
sonal supervision of George Gelgolt, eases, headache, dizziness nd weakROTTEN.
boss painter at the shops, and tne ness or bodily decline. Price 50c. Guar'
road has also sent out large amounts anteed by all druggists.
"It's rotten! That's all there Is to it.
Wholesale Agent. Albuquerque, N. M.
You git ofi a train at San Marcial or
any other place on the Hio Grande division at sucn a time when it is not
worth while to take a Pullman; you've
got no place to go but In the chair car.
The Bmoker is full of those bullfighters, and tney stink. If you want to
And. Careful Dispensing, go to
smoke, you j.ave goi to stand on the
steps of the car."
The Busy Little Drug Store
This burst of derision against the
railroad and the Mexican pe;'ns, many
at
West Railroad Avenue
of which are being shipped into the
country Just now for railroad work,
For prices on fixtures and house-wirein- g.
came from a veteran night of the road
Estimates cheerfully furnished on Lighting,
is he and a companion surveyed and
discussed a bunch of the cattle as
Power and Pumping Plants.
'hey unloaded themselves from the
smoker of .so. 22 ti.is morning t take
a smoker on train No. 2.
Both Telephones.
117 West Railroad Avenuo,
"Yes, ..iey certainly are rot tin,"
said the second traveling man. "It's
a wonder that they don't ship them
AN ATTRACTIVE SMOKE
inrougn in u refrigerator car or embalm them. They would ' keep better
means a fine cigar. There Is a fascinathat way. To show you how rotten
tion In a White Lily speclalu cigar
they actuady are. I have seen them
that Is irresistible, even to those who
S3 absolutely Ignorant that they didn't
know the purpose of the toilet room
do not use tobacco. It is not hard to
in the car."
account for, however, because It Is
216 South Second Street. Phone Auto. 557
the highest, type of a domestic cigar,
SUMMERS-PYFE- R
Havana filled, Sumatra 'wrapped, hand
NUPTIALS
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
made. It has many Imitators, so je
sure anil get the real thing,
Yesterday afternoon at the home of
Mrs. .lames A. Summers, on North
Sixth sirotj, at 5 o'clock, the cer.'nonv
that united Mrs. Cora G. Pyfer anil
James A. Siimiii' rs, Jr., in marriage,
113, WEST RAILROAD AVENUsv
was performed, Hov. Hugh A. ( 'ooper
officiating. Only the immediate
lives f the contracting parties
1'iet.eni to witness thi- - ceremi my. Af- er tbe wedilinur Mr nml Mn Suinmors departed for Catalina where they
'lotnli-roM.New Mexico.
win spend t..eir
being at
noine at lyis Anni les after September
JUDGE M'FIE TAKES AC1".
The bride is well known here.
The telephone
The telephone preserves your
makes the
JOTTINGS FROM THE
Iiariiiu been connected with 'be ii IIhealth, prolongs your life end
duties lighter, the cares less,
TION IN IMPORTANT CASES tViil firm for some lime, whil e the
groom is tlu- son of th" late James.
protects your home.
and
the
worries
fewer.
POLICE COURT CIRCLES
V Summers, one time nrobati
leik.
M.
groom
cb-rThe
is
a
railway mail
WRIT OF QUO WARRANTO
SUSV
IN
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE
YOUR
HOME
TAINED IN GALi-U- P
ELEC(Administration Building,
TWO "DCC TOWN" DAMSELS ARTION CASE
DAR ROW
WILL
HAVE
CORN
EXHIBIT
FREQUENTING
RESTED FOR
CASE GOE TO SANSALOONS
WIFE BEATER
DOVAL COUNTY.
IN JAIL.
AT TERWTOAIAL
FAIR
While in Saniu Fe yestenlay Col.
('lcii)i mia Flores and Annie (iari i; lobson had
action taken in inimrtant
C. E. HODGIN, Registrar
two risi.lents of "Hog Town." were 'uses, in which he - attorney, as follliiarrested hot evening for lrcqu'ntiug lows:
I'oi'u Kruwini; fonifh1, oi'iln-iiti'i- l
Finest Whiskies
saloons, in p lice court this 'mrn:iig l The motion to quash the writ of quo
by Sii.crinn mli'iii
of tne
$10.
sclio
ilh.
each was lined
int 1140, wnl
line
nuiiuiii; in ine liaiiup election case rouiliy
Wines, Brandies. Etc. J
Fernando Annijo, of liei.la-.- . was was overru'ed, and the respondents s ion iie.nin io hfiir fruit, ii baviiiK
B
lamidn.ghi
jfter
n
shortly
BARNETT, Ptop'r.
10 J.ave tln exhibits of 6O0OaO8K0C-OaC-OOaC-0C0C00OOO-''
arresied
anan.ai-.Wei,, requested to answer.
JOSEPH
night, by
Perfecto Armijo and
;n Ii
lu tiie matter of
Harrow dan. ia corn sr.mu ly tne pupils of
SAMPLE AND 0
in 'lie county displayed 0
Officer Ki ssi on a ciarte of
suit auainsi the Saira Fe Railway cli o!
tluculpri' having utiaeked his company, wherein the plaintiff isks tor ai ;ic l oiniii lei ri.'orial fair, on
CLUB
ROOMS
T I i 2 0 West Railroad Avenue
0
wife, sirii-inher in tin stomach witn llo.iinii damages tor injuries received
formlier ,,. A prize of
the
AVE.
213
RAILROAD
WEST
bis fis;, aoer which it is aliegi d he in a wreck on th,. company's line,
c:l' i'f corn raised by tin; school
y.
The near
kicked hi r into inseii-ibilAriz.. 'the court grant- cliildi 11. :i second prize of Jl $:! for
&.
ESS
wife was not in police court uiis morn- ed a change of venue from McKinley tiie tliiul pii.c, .. for 1. ic fourth and
ing, to lestky against in
lord and county !: Sandoval county, harrow $1 fop tiie tilth lies., will l.e awarded.
master, ;,nd she was '.; ,1 to appear was a railway postal clerk when injur- In u.l.li'ioii to this J Korbcr & Cone
j
t morrow morning b
I INK LINK OF
o clock.
ed, rutin. lis between Albuquerque and ;iany of .his city have d limed a John
lU.'T'l'Kli NUT
Hot weather Is bore too warm to wash and Iron. Send your
I. os Angeles,
'
Iieeie plow as a ;ri.e for Ihe best
IIK'KAI)
CAK'KS
Shirt Waists and White Dresses to us. We will laundry them
liihit jirowii in licrnalillo counTELEPHONE US YOUR ORDER
corn
and will deliver them to you in a nice box they will cot b
FOR THAT COAL YOU ARE GOING
Our ROUGH DRY work don't bave ty. Anyone is eligible to enter t bis
Always on Hand.
Bttter Than HCme-Madj
rrusiiM or wrinaioa. Domestic or gloss nntsh.
TO STOCK
FOR NEXT WINTER.' to be wanned over. Imperii Launlry latter conic..
W. H. HAHN & CC.
Co.
Back of Postofflce.
Call the Red Wagons.
IMPORTED
MUNCHEN
HO
All City and Outside Orders Promptly Attended to
Ask for JAFFA S KRACK CREAM
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK CREAM
Auto., 319; Colo, Rod K8.
ON DRAUGHT,
AT THE
BREAD and taka no other.
BREAD and take no ether.
WHITE ELEPHANT.

Today, rested and refreshed, the
Mr. Kdltor:
Some time since I pr:mised U write New .Mexico tr:ops or that part of
an article on the dairy and creamery them from Albuquerque and old town.
the encampment
at
question, the Inducements which tliese who attended
mountains offer as compared to other Austin, are engaged In reminiscence,
telling
coneach
other and their friends
sections; the source of revenue
nected therewith and the effects It of the different p.iases of camp life.
kvety night, said one of the offi
would have Uxm the material prospercers of the First Regiment, "the chief
ity of the community.
of
staff would make a report on- the
In my trip taut last winter, I thoroughly studied the question In every day g maneuvers. War maps, measurI speak. ing At least falO feel, with the plot
pha.io, and knw whereof
Hack there the cream wagon comes of the oattiefie.ld thereon, the roads,
twice a week during the winter and wells, hills, mountains, etc., marked
every day lu the summer. Every far- plainly, would be gone over and armer whh from 5 to 10 cows has a rangements made tor the next day's
fcnia!' separator, skims the milk fresh maneuvers and battles.
"The troops were divided Into the
from the cows and pours It to his calves and pigs. Calves are not allowed 'brovvn men' and tne 'blue men' and
many and fiercely were the battles
to suck the cow s.
"Stunted calves" some stockman fought. Sargeant Whiteman of
steers,
Company B, which detachment
cries. Weil, 1 saw
grades at that, which had never Bmelt was assigned to Company v, executed
of a cow's teftt, that sold to the butch- a flank movement at one of these
er for
and they were three times mimic battles that covered him with
range steers glory.
as large as
"In making the movement he ran
here from io to 20 dollars. Pigs six
m..i into a masked gun, "and captured it
months1 old, raised on sweet
weighed 250 with 15 men .besides, his men riding
from the separator,
pounds. These are the "stunted cal- back to the camp on the captured gun.
"Some of our boys disliked the ida
ves" and scrub hog;" of the creamery
.just the "waste" iiiroducts cf the of hiking so much, and used to lay
dairy tnat have made the farmers of down in tne shade of the trees to await
the ambulance. Then when they did
the east rich.
There they pasture their cows on get back to camp they'd hike for
$r0 or 10o acre land, house them and AuBtin, four miles away, in many
feed them six months through a rig- cases walking the entire distance. On
orous wlnler on hay and grain raised the whole, however, the New Mexico
well
and
on the same land whicn it costs from boys sto.d the gruelling
$3 to J5 per acre a year to fertilize. made no complaints."
and yet tnere s big money in the dairy
They tell of a "Mamma's boy," a
and creamerv.
Here we have a free range covered bugler in one of the New Mexico comwi h the most nutritious grass, which panies, wno when routed out at the
cor.;s n:thing for fence, rent or taxes, reville ca.., at 5:30 o'clock in the
the ricnest soil in the world, which morning, exclaimed:
"Geo whiz! Do 1 have to get up this
wi'.l produce more corn, cereals, hay,
mamma lets nie sleep
nxrs and vegetables than we can early? Atorhome,
1 1
c'cIock."
gather, which needs no fertilization, until lo
He was routed out nevertheless.
combined with mild winters, and yet
t he creamery and dairy won t pay
En route to the encampment two of
here?
the Albuquerque soldiers got left at a
There they have a ready cash mar- Kansas station by the special train,
ket for an their grain and hay, yet It jbut. like all New Mexicans, ever
pays to teed it to their cows and hogs. ready and equai to any emergency,
Here we beg a market ior what we they
in securing the ser-- j
sell, the rest we let rot or the mice vices succeeded
Oi the switch engine, citcning
and rats destr;y.
up w ith the special before it had got-- i
What Is the matter with our farvery far out of ihe town.
mers? Are they wedded to the one ten
idea of raising hay and oats and a few
On t ne way back the weather was
scrub cattle to rough it on the range so hot and the Texas altitude so l:w,
winters? Are they non progressive? that many suffered In the sleepers
Have they never agitated this ques- from the heat. As a result clothing
to was discarded nightly as much as postion or offered any inducements
ciiiltalisrs? If not, it Is high time sible, with all windows up. Striking
icey had.
the nigher and cooler altitude of ColoHeretofore I have been opposed to rado during the night many of (he
t'.ie "Forest Reserve Act," but the soldiers awoke the next morning so
more I study the question, the more stiff that they had to be helped from
favorably I regard it. It will force their berths.
he ranchman to keep fewer cows and
better grade and feed them through
SOLDIER BOYS ARE
the winter, the dual purpose
men come uixin tbe scene with
source of revenue beef and
a two-folENTERTAINED AT CASINO
milk, the creamery and cheese factory
would come the old range, one purpose cow would become a relic ot the
past, and a new era oT prosperity PROGRAM CONTAINED SEVERAL
would lie ushereu in.
SPECIAL FEATURES PUT ON
An indispensable and money making
ESPECIALLY FOR MILITIAcreamery
is
dairy
and
the
to
adjunct
MEN.
progressive
raising
hogs,
of
ihe
the
own
The
his
same
raise
would
Albuquerqueans
rasher
farmer
and the
qork and lard and a little to sell than officers of ihe local companies of mil
put
up
packing
in
itia
the
ibat entertained the Las Cruces
to buy the stuff
and Silver City companies at a banhousis of Chicago.
5
quet
sow
from
Every ranchman could
saved at the Elks' opera house
to 10 acres of rye. plant 2 or 3 acres yesterday took ihe visiting
kahkl
turnips
and clothed guardsmen to the Casino last
of artichokes, with a few
night
turnto witness the minstrel persugar beets. He would have the
ips and beets to feed his cows In early formance being put on this week by
rye
Lylll.ui
in
the
I.eighton company. Some
winter, ana a fine pasture of
early spring wltn an abundance of special features were added to the
up
regular pr gram for the militiamen,
artichokes and a liltle hay to keep
the flow of milk until grass comes. among them the lollowitig impromptu
Then the rye w'uld make a crop of composed verse coniposf d and sung
grain, uet him an $8 feed cooker, by Miss Leighton to the tune of "Poor
steam his rye, barley, oats, wheat, etc, Old Man:"
mix it with the milk from his sepa- When compnies A nil D were drilling
around the camp
rator ami slops from the kitchen, and
Who hustled them around perforce
ne would have a plenty of fat hogs and
thrifty pf ps.
until tneir feet did cramp?
One word for the separator, it wiil Wio proudly sat his horse and put the
poor boys on the run?
save at least 10 per cent in skimming,
Hut when the major lost his mount,
ihe extra saving in skimming the
he rested tnem for fun.
milk of five good cows one season will
pay for it. The fresh wann sweet milk
is ready f'r the pigs Instead of stand- I'oor Id man, poor old man.
ing twenty-fouHow quickly ue grew weary, as he
hours in old rusty
pans to planner and gainer the dust
marched around the van.
and dirt of windy days and mike the It's all rlgiit being major, beat it if
you can,
house wife so much work of clean. ng
milk vt ssi Is.
Iiut without a horse, you knor--poo- r
I write I his ar'icle more to stir up
old man.
r
at io.i. ami bring ihe question
To tnose who know the "Major" the
the public than anything else. jest in verse is very cute.
!l
not some cr amei y man come
The aPendanre was larue. Near the
lure, loi.k ovu- tne situation ami dis- ciose of the pert finance a bugler
kless the pr. Misit ion with the must gave a few bugle calls to the pleasure
progressive farmers?
of ibe audience.
H. Cf'HTIS.
-

Ros-wel-

"The expense of double tracking the
SruIa Fe system from Topeka, Kas.,
to Chicago." said a prrmlnent Santa
Fe official, here in his private car today. In conversation with a representative of The Evening Citizen, "will
not be allowed to Interfere
In any
manner with the paying of dividends."
The remark wag called forth by tne
reporter asking what the expense of
such a mammoth improvement would
be. and whether or not It would mean
the curtailing cf dividends until the
new project had been paid for.
"Ab you know," continued this official, "the decision on the part of the
higher Santa Fe officials to double
track Into Chicago Is not a new hba
at all. it has .,een under contempla
tion for some time, and as I understand It. It is not intended t3 go at
the work at once and complete tt as
soon as possible, but to accomplish
the double tracking by degrees. Just
when the actual work will be started
I cannot say.
"As far as cutting down dividends
is concerned the new project will not
have the least effect. The work will
cover a period of several years, and
as the read is annually reducing operating expenses and increasing its
ratio of earning capacity, the net
earnings In that idme will more than
pay for the improvements.
"As an example of what has neen
accomplished along these lines take
the road's financial statement for the
past fiscal year. For the year as a
whole the total Increase In gross earnings was nearly $10,000,000, while the
increase in operating expenses was
only $2,080,(1(10. The increase in net
earnings was $6,500,000.
"Then again, the system has l.J
miles of road east of the Missouri
river, uouble tracked already, which
will leave but 342 miles to double
track now. This year 55 miles more
will be double tracked east of the
Missouri, and next year it is intended
to double track 100 miles. The year
after that more will be double tracked
and in this gradual manner the vast
improvement, will be accomplished.
"West of the Missouri the system Is
already oounie trackeu to within five
miles nils side of Newton, Ka. No,
d n't think their plans contemplate
double tracking from Newton to
although at the rate the road
:ias been progressing this may come
to pass at a not great distant day."

Mlbert Faber

j

pt.

Railroad

Albuquerque,

The Beer That Makes Milwaukee Jealous

PILSENER BEER

-

Southwestern Brewery
and Ice Company

FURNITURE AND CROCKERY

New Home Sewing Machines

1

.

BORRADAILE

& CO.,

h

1

Alou-querqu-

TRAVELINGlIli'T

cow-woul-

M. BERGER.

d

See Balrtlett, the Electrician

For Prompt Service, Courteous Treatment
Wl

The Williams Drug Company
THE BLUE FRONT

:

We Do General Machine Repairing I
Mail Orders Given Special Attention

r

A.

J. RICHARDS

be-fo-

it

University of New Mexico

-

.

.

Convenience - Comfort - Security

Opens Monday, August 20
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Eeiims at 9sOO A.
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THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

i

The St. Elmo
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FRENCH BAKERY
STEVENS

BOWYER,

Proprietors
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TO THE LADIES:

cor-lect.-

Imperial Laundry Co.

I

ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE SIX

of the council. Marcus A. Smith was
delegate in congress from Arizona,
and Mr. Rodey was delegate from
New
Mexico.
"Our Mark"
to E. S. Ives, "All hope for
STILL
single statehood Is past; secure a
Joint resolution from the legislature
for a Joint state with New Mexico,"
or words to that effect. Ives Introe
Animals duced the resolution In the It council; onit
those
been
carried faster thnn had
It went
to the
Over In Private Menagerie greased lightning;
house, and lightning struck It; nothing doing. "Our Mark" telegraphed
of Arizona Corporations.
members of the house his congraula-Hon"Our Mark" telegraphed E. S.
Ives: "Say nothing, destroy my telel-gniCRAHAiM GUARDIAN
The Arizona Star,
to you."
hence, places ihe honor of being
"first" in this Jointure proposition upThat There Are Some Joint State- on "Our Mark" and E. S. Ives. The
capital city combine, which the peohood Men Over in Its Neck
ple of Arizona are beginning to find
out now, were in it then and are in
of the Woods.
it yet; and will be in It by and by
In the Boup where they have always
you know who "got up" that tried to keep others of the territory.
I
anti-Joistatehood convention in
There is a good deal of discussion
Phoenix, May 27, 1905?
Do you know who sent a crowd of in the newspapers of New Mexico and
as to the amount of indebtedantls to Washington, D. C. and kept Arizona
and
lobbyists there all winter, fighting the ness of the respective territories
also the respective counties therein,
Jointure measure?
proposed the and all the statesmen seem to bear
Do you know who
In Phoenix, August 4, the imprint of the amateur statisticgreat mtx-u- p
ian. It would seem to be an easy
1906?
matter to procure a reliable statecorresponda
you
Do
know who has
ment of the indebtedness of 1oth the
ent employed to send out "slushy," territories
and the counties therein,
Incorrect and sometimes vile stateshould
ments to lie published in subsidized and that neither territory
withhold the records regarding the
newspapers?
Do you know the crowd that is Just territorial or county Indebtedness.
Sun.
now shuddering over the probability Coconino
The people want facts, not guesses.
of Jointure showing up a big vote in
Let the newspapers see to it that their
Its favor, November 6?
Do you know who propose to have readers get the facts, anyway.
none but antls candidates to the conThe Graham Guardian, our esstitutional convention, so that they teemed neighbor on the south, among
may have, If necessary, their serfs other things, says: "Every once In
to do their bidding in the making of a while you will run across a fellow
a constitution for Arizona the Great, who Is In favor of Joint statehood."
which will best suit their purpose?
Glad to hear it. After November 6,
Do you know who has during the you will be able to see about 1,000
forty years of Arizona's existence as or so right in Graham county. St.
a territory . piled up debts to over Johns Herald.
three million dollars, which the territory and the counties have to pay
SHAKE IT OFF.
now?
Do you know of any mining com- Rid Yourself of Unnecessary Burdens.
of
h
panies that pay less than
Albuquerque Citizen Shows You
their Just taxes?
How.
Do you know of any railroads that
Don't bear unnecessary burdens.
do not pay any taxes?
These questions are not propoundBurdens of a bad back are unneces
ed now with any hope of helping to sary.
sprout angel wings; this is no time
Get rid of them.
Doan's Kidney Pills cure bad backs;
tor sprouting angel wings in Arizona.
It is the time to decide Cure lame, weak and aching backs;
Cure every form of kidney ills.
whether you will be your own masLots of local endorsements to prove
ters or 'be slaves to others.
this.
Mr. Ellinwood, chairman
of the
C. A. Hall, machinist in the round
territorial democratic central com- house of the Santa Ye shops, resimittee, framed the "Public Exam- dence 204 Atlantic avenue, says: "I
iner" law, in such a way that his have had attacks of pain just across
friend. Governor James H. Kibbey, the part of my back Immediately over
chairman of the territorial republican the kidneys, some of which lasted an
central committee, could appoint a re- entire week. When they occurred
publican to fill the position. That's there was no let up to the aching, and
Arlaona corporation politics, we sup- nautrally I was on the outlook for
pose; now lately, Governor Kibbey something to check the trouble if not
consulted with his friend Ellinwood radically dispose of it. The last mediin cine I tried was Doan's Kidney Pills
as to holding that great rutx-u- p
Phoenix, August 4; that's some more prcoured at a drug store. To say that
Arizona corporation politics, we sup- they are worth recommending feebly
pose. But, then, there is no such expresses my opinion of them. They
thing as corporation politics; there quickly removed the trouble."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
are, however, if appearances go for
Co., Buffalo, N.
anything, such thing as corporation centB. Foster-Mllbur- n
policies. And right now one policy Y., sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name Doan's and
fond of shutting out the people from
64.
everything, Is to strangle everybody take no other.
o
with anti-Joistatehood
TAKE A PLUNGE
!n the
SWIMMING POOL.
It was during the session of the
Arizona legislature of 1903, when E. 504 North First Street. Open Daily,
10 a. m. to 10 p. m.
S. Ives of Yuma was the president

ST.

telel-graph-
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AD-MIT-

INTERESTING EVENTS IN

nt

one-tent-

nt

1838

happening
dates of this week, Monday
and Saturday Inclusive:
August
1521 Oirtez, having built and transported a fleet, launches it on
the Lake of Mexico and attacks
the city.
1!I2 New Hampshire separated from
Massachusetts a second time,
despite il'e protests of the peoAnniversaries

of events

1861

on the

13'

ple.

1762
1812

1834
1843

1834

1861

1898

British capture Havana.
Porter, comDavid
Captain
manding the Essex, compels the
British sloop Alert to strike her
colors.
rlpts in Philadelphia.
expedition crosses
Fremont's
the Rocky Mountains at South
Pass, Wyo.
Powder magazine explodes in
demolishing
Ky.,
Maysville,
many houses.
British government opens official communication with the
relaConfederate government
tive to privateering; Washington government protests.
City of Manila surrendered to
American forces, after sharp
land fighting and bombardment
by the fleet.
Anti-aboliti-

August
1559

14

Don Tristan de Luna, with an
army of 1,500, leaves Mexico to

1863

1879

1889

EVENING

CITIZEN.

President. Tyler vetoes the bill
a fiscal bank.
Queen Victoria and President
Buchanan exchange first messages by Atlantic cable.
President Lincoln proclaims seceding states In a state of
and forbids all commercial Intercourse with them.
The Army of the Cumberland,
BG.ono strong,
under General
Rosecranz. begins Its southern
advance.
Terrific cyclone on the North
Atlantic coast; during this and
three succeeding days more
than 300 vessels perish.
Experiments
with the "elixir
of life" cause the death of ten
persons at Shamokln, Pa.

to establish

a.

First spelling reform

associa-

tion organized at Philadelphia.
August 18
1519
Cortez leaves Vera Oiiz and
marches on the City of Mexico
with 450 men, besides his Tlas-cala- n
allies.
1587
Virginia Dare, the New World's
first child of English parentage,
born at Roanoke, N. C.
1838 Beginning of the enforced westward march of 16,000 Cherokee
die on the
Indians;
Journey.
captures
Kearney
1846 General
Santa Fe.

conquer Florida.
His ships
wrecked on the Florida coast.
1756
British surrender Oswego, N.
Y., to the French under General
Montcalm.
1781 General Washington decides to
transfer his army from New
York to Virginia.
Free-Stat- e
1856
men capture a fortified post near Lecompton,
Kas.
congress
1861
The
Confederate
A Word From Josh Wise.
warns all citizens of the United
People who live In glass houses
States to leave the Confederate ought t' move.
States within forty day
1864 General Grant makes a heavy
The health officer of Chicago deagainst Rich- clares the chop suey cafes are dirty.
demonstration
mond.
Well, how are you going to have chop
suey If they're not dirty?
August J 5
1 (',35
EngRussia has borrowed $250,000,000 In
Great storm sweeps New
land coast; tide twenty feet Berlin. That beats the Dutch.
Wben Russia can do that, what's
high; many lives lost.
1748
First Lutheran Synod In Amer-- - the use of the rest of us being broke?
lea organized in Philadelphia.
"This hurts me," said the grieved
1812
Retreating garrison of Fort
Dearborn (Chicago) massacred father, as he swung the shingle. "This
hurts me more than it does you."
by Indians.
"
1814
British assault Fort Erie, and boy. 'Rah, 'rah, dad," shouted the game
"If that's true, keep it up."
are repulsed.
1824
Lafayette lands in New York "Did I do right about that?" asked
on his second visit to America. the new clerk. "I told the truth."
1851
Cyclone destroys a part of St.
"You did, indeed, do right," replied
IjouIs.
grocer. "Always tell the
the
1893
Behrlng Sea court of arbitra- truth,honest
no matter what It costs the
tion, sitting In Paris, decides customer."
most of the disputed points
against the United States.
There are to be no more pigtails In
China. Some Upton Sinclair
been
August 16
busy over there?
1654 'Salt springs at Onondago, N. Y.,
Needed Some History.
discovered by Jesuits.
1777
It's a pleasant thing to go where
Battle of Bennington, Vt.; British disastrously
defeated by there's a bit of history.
A few days ago a party, of which
John
militia under
Colonel
the writer was one, visited Gnaden-hutteStark.
1780
were
where ninety Indians
Americans disastrously defeated at Saunders Creek, S. C; massacred long before West Lafayette
Baron de Kalb mortally wound- was opened to the markets of the
one-four-

th

Most Anything

'around

these mounds and

fortlflca-- I

Hons, write up a legend or two and
fix a good hot battlefield In Catswamp

something to make the strangers
'.take notice. That and a water works
are our chief needs at this writing.
Then we need a little of the enthusiasm and spirit of some of the
citizens In showing people
around. West Lafayette (Oo.) Indicator.
We have red ants.
How can we
1
get rid of them?
n. N.
I,. B. N.
You are too Indefinite,
Where do you have red nnts? Have
jyou been to a picnic lately? And
Isn't a red ant as good as any other
kind?
Editor Most Anything:
Coming home from the races the
other day my husband carried $500 in
bills In his outside coat pocket. I expostulated with him but he declared
the money was perfectly safe. What
MRS. M. O.
do you think?
Your husband was right. Any man
who can come from the races with
$500 needs no advice of anv kind from
anybody.
Editor Most Anything:
I have three corns on my right foot.
Please tell me how to cure them.
.
HENRY R. D
Smoke 'em, the same as you would
a ham.
'

Gnad-enhutt-

ed.

General

CRESCEUS IS OLD

The Governor's Race In Texas.
Could I but climb where Moses stood,
And view the landscape o'er,
I mlgbt be governor, great and good.
Instead of Just plain Monta M:ore.
If Campbell, Colquitt and Monta Moore
would yield trie floor to uen,
The governor's chair would g to

Brooks,

the rest could

And

go to

BUT NOT A FOOL
j

tut. tut!

If Bell and Campbell should draw out,
And Brooks should do the same,
To Colquitt Monta Moore could shout:
"Now, I have got the game."
But Monta will never shout that way
The scheme will nevr do
For since Judge Wells is out of it
they say
His friends will pull Bell tnrough.
The field Is mine as it now looks
And on the green i .i gamble
Nobody in the way except Judge
Brooks.
So say the friends tt Campbell.
J. H.
HUNDRED COKE
OVENS ARE STARTED
The Carbon Coal & Coke company,
owned by the American Smelting &
Refining company, has commenced
the construction of 400 coke ovens in
Riley canon, where they are opening
a new coal mine.
Seven bodies of
splendid coking coal have been uncovered and in a few months this
camp promises to be one of the best
in the county. This will mean much
for Trinidad, as over 100 men drawing good wages will be put to work.
When the ovens get to working It will
mean many hundreds of men who will
make Trinidad their base of supplies.
FOUR

A Mystery Solved.
"How to keep off periodic attacks of
biliousness and habitual constipation
was a mystery that Dr. King's New
Life Pills solved for me, writes John
N. Pleasant, of Magnolia, Ind. The
only pills that are guaranteed to give
perfect satisfaction to everybody or
world.
money refunded, only 25c at all drug-- ;
This visit convinced us that West gists.
Hull, with a force cf
n,

1812

15, 1908.

2,500 men, surrendered Detroit tafayette needs some history to top
to a force of 1,300 British with- lit off properly, and that some ought
to get to work and w eave a romance
out firing a gun.

August 17
KS80 The Duke of York relinquishes
all claim to the territory or
New Jersey.
1692
Five persons hanged for witchcraft at Salem, Mass.
1862 Outbreak of Sioux war In Minnesota.
1867 President Johnson, alleging Inremoves Gensubordination,
eral Sheridan from command of
the military division of Iuls-ian1876

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST

CRESCEUS AND KETCHAM.
M.
Prof.
Ware had met Ketcham ordered the world's chamFrancis
If
before he wrote his pion hitched and when he mounted
Crescens 2:02
book on the horse, he would never the sluky he went off cheerfully to
e
have put down that "trotting horse his work and showed his
is a fool." It will be remembered 8 peed.
that Cresceus has refused to work at After working Cresceus put two
speed his season. On several occas- heats he was harnessed for a third
ions he haa refused to gs on the mile, when Mr. Ketcham asked Mr.
track.
Hersey, the driver of Dan Patch, who
George H. Ketcham, the gentleman uas Cresceus in charge to take the
who bred Cresceus and drove him In mount, which he did. Then Cresceus
all his races, has been In Minne- refused to work.
Mr. Savage, the owner of Cresceus,
apolis, where he went on invitation of
what the was dumbfounded, and asked Mr.
Mr. Savage to- - discover
grievance of Cresceus is. When Mr. Ketcham to give some reason for the
Ketcham visited Cresceus in his spa- great stallion's remarkable conduct.
cious stall on the International stock Mr. Ketcham explained it on the
farm, he seemed to know him and theory of the remarkable intelligence
v
came to the front to greet him. Mr. of the horse
1-- 4,

old-tim-

THE GOLDEN RULE DRY GOODS COMPANY
Outing Flannel Special 500 pieces of good
Outing Flannel, 1n fancy and plain colors, on sale at, per yard
Q 1"2

j

Japanese Silk Special One lot of Japanese
Silk, 20 inches wide, in white, black,
light blue, pink, navy, and cardinal;
well worth 35c a yard. Sale Price, per
yard
22 l--

ONLY THREE DAYS

2t

36-ln-

Items of Interest.

vH

a

Read the list over and you cannot and will not miss this Cash Clearance Sale.
The Lowest Prices Ever Quoted on Merchandise of Quality.

yards of the Best Fancy Silkolene at, per yard
6 1"2
2,000 yards of pretty Scotch Lawns (only 12 yards to a customer) on sale at,
per yard
2

12

12

pieces of Wash Silks, fancy striped, sold regularly at
one dress to a customer).
Sale Price, per yard

35

eents a yard (only

15

Wlilte Curtain Swiss Muslin, 36 inches wide, in a great variety or patterns;
worth 15c the yard.
Sale Price
10
20 pieces of best Corded Wash Silks; sold at 65c a yard (only one dress to
each customer).
Sale Price, per yard
25c

MEN'S SUITS

Cotton Special 100 pieces of Best Sanitary Diaper Cloth, 22
inches wide; 10 yards to the piece.
On sale at, the piece
69
25 pieces of Fancy Foullard Dress Silks, 23 Inches wide; sold up to $1.75 the
yard.
Sale Price, only
39
Prints and Calicoes .'on pieces of Best Standard Prints, in grays, reds, navy
and black, nice clean goods (not remnants).
Your choice of all, at, per
Bird's-Ey- e

Men's $15 Suits Reduced to $9.75
The best clothing made for the original
price; high quality materials, guaranteed
Complete
by the Golden Rule.
suits, made from fancy Cheviots, fine
smooth finished Worsteds, and Blue Serges. Jf your size is in the assortment you
can get a full $15 value in a stylish suit for

ard
4
Special for the Children One lot of "Child's Delight" Embroidery Outfits,
everything complete; very useful for the children. Sale Price, each
1-2- C

5

$9 75

Hotel Napkins, good size, come

lei

The Best Offer Ever Made

In

red and white, and are first class.

Per dozen

Each

45

Huck Towels, size 10x32, the best ever shown for the price.
Sale
Price, each
5
loo pieces of Dies.-- Chmliaius, good quality, new patterns, placed on sale at,
per yard
G

50 dozen

I

25

pieces of White Con on Toweling has been placed ou sale at, per yd

3

One lot of

AU-Un-

Crash,

18

inches wide.

Sale Price

Fine Linen Tea Toweling, in fancy checks; sold at from 10c to
Sale Price, only
56

50

20

8

12

pieces of Cresceus Apron Chock Gingham, all colors; a good quality, and
all you want of it and whenever you want It, at, per yard
5
per
pieces of "Daisy" Bleached Muslin, 36 inches wide.
Price,
Sale
yard
5
dozen Ladles' New White Wash Belts; very neat and worth 25c each.
Sale Price
10

Women's Skirts, made of Brilllantlne, in navy, black and brown; all new
Sale
styles and assorted sizes; over 200 skirts ao pick from; worth $1.
Price
S2 50
Sale
Pearl Buttons, the kind you pay 10c a dozen for; any size 16 to 22.
Price, per dozen
100 pieces of fine All Silk Messaline and Dresden Ribbons, Nos. Co and 80;
worth 40c to 60c the yard.
Sale Price only
20
Pillow Cases Only 20 duzen, but a great value; 42 and 45 inches wide; good
quality of muslin; while they last, at, each
10
25 dozen Ladles' Lawn Kimonos, assorted sizes; very pretty, neat and cool.
Your choice, each
19
200 yards of China Silk, 27 inches wide, in black and white only, worth 65c a
yard.
Sale Price
12 1'2C
Sale
10 pieces of Heavy Crash Toweling, extra value; worth Mc u yard.
Price
7 1 2
500 pieces of the best Gibraltar Percale, worth 12'ijc a yd. Sale price S

l-- 2

Brilliantine In brown, black, navy,
red and green; all valued at 90c a yard.
Sale Price, per yard
58

Fine Lawns and Dimities, which sold up
to 25c a yard.
Sale Price, per yard

5
Fine Wash Goods, In silk mulls, silk
and other novelties, sold up to
45c a yard. On Sale at
15
Novelty Wash Goods, our very finest, values
as high as 75c a yard. Sale Price 25
SHk Petticoat
One lot of fine garments,
in assorted colors, sold for $6.
Sale
Price
S3 50

12

12c the yard.

7

S
h

MOREREAD OUR PAY DAY SPECIALS

500

4S

100 Men's Fine Suits, the latest cuts and
nobby patterns, ull bright and new, good
assortment of sizes, ull worth from $17.50
to $20. Your choice for this sale $12 50

A

GREAT BARGAIN SPECIALS

.

Corset Special Warners High Class Girdle
Corsets, all sizes, in white and drab,
very latest styles, all go In this sale

only

AASk J l vs. aS
ar

Silk Eolienne Special 36 inches wide, a
beautiful gauze material, very suitable
for evening: wear; In old rose, pink, reseda, light blue, cardinal, grey, also
black and white; these goods never
Sale
sold at less than 75c a yard.
Price
40

at

I

A Clearance of Dress Goods, Silks, White Goods, Table Linens, Women's Ready-to-WeGoods, Hosiery, Notions, Women's
and Children's Shoes, and Men's and Boys' Clothing. The way to sell is to reduce the prices on desirable merchandise, and
give the people what they expect and what they want. That is what we have always done, and also what we are doing for
this Great Clearance Sale. Note the Prices and Profit by it, and REMEMBER THESE PRICES ARE FOR CASH ONLY

The Best China Silks 28 inches wide. 40
pieces to pick from, full line of shades,
worth 65c a yard. Sale Price. .. 39
Pongee SNk Special
Pongee, worth
11.00 a yard. Sale Price, per yard 65

AJ

Extra Outing Flannel Special Only 50
pieces to be sold; best 12c grades; in
plain and fancy colors.
Sale Price

Hosiery Specials
Black Lace Hose, worth 25c a pair.
Sale Price
12 l-- 2
200 doz. Plain Black and Black with white
Sale
feet hose, a regular 20c value.
Price
12 l-2- ?
One lot of Fancy and Black Lace Hose,
worth up to 75c a pair. Sale Price, per
Pair
35
50 doz.

Ready-to-we- ar

Values

Clearance Sale of our entire assortment of
r
garments at lower prices
tha never offered before opportunities you
must take advantage of. To induce quick
selling we have divided all the garments
into "lots," which you will find exactly as
advertised.
ready-to-wea-

Black Silk Coats
biir special in fine silk coats, over fif'V to
pick from, made of taffeta and pea u de sole,
sold at from $tl to $20 each. Sale Price
A

S7 50

Remember These Prices are for Cash Only

I
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ALBUQUERQUE

1906.

iTJ

Corner Coal Ave and Second
Bell Phone, Red 117.

RAILROAD MEN

II

THE

UW

J. D. EMMONS
The FURNITURE MAN

v

...

F. T. Beckett, resident engineer for

protects
II' iuuy
same grade ot

all necessary apipllances for doing the highest grade of repairing,
holsterlng, trimming and plnting. Ring up, write or call

ur.

Albuquerque Carriage Co
CORNER OF FIRST STREET AND TIJERAS AVENUE.

Albuquerque

'

J5gprk
It..

lt7

aasay

oooooooioooooeooo
oooooooooocc-ec-c-

Its Location
.

ac-"v- e

t'

'maaw

Gfnfal Building

SgppHes

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

Third and Ma.rquetti

Lightning Hay Presses at Very Low Prices

We have received a car load of Lightning presses and In order to aell
them right out we will make a very low price, based on spot cash cost to
us and car load freight.

eT

1t

IT

Tl

Ti

i
WRITE TO US AT ONCE.

J.

KORBER

&

Wholesale and Retail, Albuquerque

CO.,

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

COLORADO
Paul, Minneapolis,

DM

AND THE NORTHWEST.

Meat Market

All Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meats.

NIGH7
To

CHICAGO,

MINNEAPOLIS,

ST. PAUL,

FORT

DODGE.

WATERLOO, DUBUQUE,
FREEFORT,

GALENA,

ROCKFORD.

The finest train service to the above
points; also to New Orleans, Memphis, Vlcksburg,
Evansville, Ind.;
Nashville, Tenn.; Atlanta, Ga.; Jacksonville, Fla., and all other points In
the south and southeast.
Ticket Office, 805 Ceventeenth St.,
Denver, Colo. Phone, Main 1125.
JAMES CULTON,
Commercial Agt

OH

SDr.

willluniK' Indian Pile
will cure Blind,

E PlleH. It nbHori'KthetiiniOrs.
and Itching

iIuyh the luihiiiK' at oiHf, acts
i a nouliii-e- ,
Instant re-I- r.
w 111 linns' 1 mil nn pile Oint.
ll.f
II
ment JsTrfnarrl for Pi leu aim! lu-hInif of the private purts.
Every box Is
rei.urrunieii. jjy uriJu'lfl'-lH- ,
ceipt of prn o. Ml c nil and f I.imi. lliailon
WlttlAMS

y

MANUFACTURING

CO..

Props.,

THE CELEBRATED

WEST RAILROAD AVE-KU- E,
NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

j j j

OCXXOSOCOOOOOCXXOCOCXXXXNI

Thos. F. Kelelier
OILS, VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Harness,
Leather,
Saddles, Lap
Dusters, Whips, Axle Oils, otc. Palmetto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
Pelts.
408 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE.

B. A. SLEYSTER
INSURANCE,

L, H. SHOEMAKER
General Repair Shop.
line and gas stoves repaired.
Next to Walton's drug store, Sout
Third street.

Bottled in Bond.

0. W. Strong's Sons

Furniture packed and crated; gaso

MELINI & EAKIN
Automatic Phone,

199.

here.

Door

and

Window

PLANIN6

MILL

screens made to order.

ALBUQUERQUE

ocxxxxxxxxxxxxxyccoocxxxxxm

W. E.

MAUGER

WOOL

with Mauger

&

Avery, Boston

Office, 115 North

First

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

:

8t

I

M.

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATTs,
LOANS.
Automatic phone 4E1.
Room 10, N. T. Armijo Building.

TOTI A OR API
Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with ns.
NORTH THIRD STREET.

WIRE

INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building aseoci
at 217 West AallroM

tlon. Office
avenue.

UNDER TA KERS

M.

Sui'rlntendents
Bst'i

Sole Agents.

Albuquerque, N. M.

s

A. E. WALKER,

STRONG BLOCK.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.
Distillers.
FRANKFORT, KY.

SCREEN TIME

PAINTS,

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

(

FOR SALE BY S. VANN

203

REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
PUBLIC.
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
EMIL KLEINWORT.
Masonic Building, North Third Street.
Automatic Telephone, 174.
Steam Sausage Factory.

QAf

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices

Illinois Central R.R,

Falrvtew
Barbara Cemeteries.

and

MONUMENTS
7" I 211 N. Second St., Both Pbonaa.

& SON.

DRAGOIE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco,
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
300 North Broadway, corner of Wnk
lngton avenue, Albuquerque, N. Ml

jar 'nttaaay

aua.'xiy

--f.T,;

TO BELEN, N. M.

COME

1

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Bclen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and

Im-

koocooooooooco
oc)eeccKcKooo
A Railway Center

provement Co.
Pies.

WM. BERBER,

r i

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
ALL

TIIE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
MODERN
GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASHOTEL AND A GOOD,

hi
II

Ol'R PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
PURCHASE
DEEDS.
WARRANTY
S
MAY REMAIN ON
MONEY CASH.
NOTE. WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
Y EA It. WITH S PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
ONE-THIR-

YOU

JOHN BECKER,

i

TWO-THIRD-

1

ooootoeoooiosooo
K)oexcooooeoooooct)08

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

Irroiru-lafit- v

ANG-KLES-

ex-c-

Machine Works

P. HALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; laafUar.
Pulleys, Grade Bars. Babbit Metal; Columns and Iroa Frost fe
Buildings.
mop mlru on Mining end mill Moehlnory e Bpoololt
Foundry east side ot railroad track.
Albaqaeraae. W.

Dr. King's
Now Discovery

us

.

Foundry and
m.

ths

Fel-ruar-

r

you as w quaiuy. as
goods.
Ot'.r repair shop Is In the hands 0f skilled men and Is equipped with

It ILL the COUCH

can-ner-

po.-sib-

4

Colo-rado-

jthe Santa Fe In tne Rio Grande division, was a passenger ui rough tue city
this morning n route to Topeka. Mr.
Beckett has been called to Topeka by
Chief Engineer Story, and ne fears
that he Is going to be transferred to
The Settling of New Country. some
other division. Mr. Beckett has
been with t'he "hornytoad" division a
Through Refusal to Grant
number of years and he has cultivated
quite
a fondness for it's sandy ways
Transportation.
end the people of San Marcial.
W. W. Smith, J. P. Oldham and R.
E. Vasser are three individuals regisRailroad men believe that the new tered
Alvarado from I.as Vegas,
Interstate commerce law, which goes eating" atonthe
Harvey's
meal cards.
into effect August 28, will result in
delaying the development of the newIn
The
machinists
the De Soto
er uection of the country. They argue shops of
Mountain quit on
Iron
the
that the fnct that they will no longer Thursday of last week, refusing to
no nermntod in furnish trpft tr.ma- - work to exceed nine hours unless alr:,nation to a land agent who takes lowed
time and one-hal- f,
which they
settlers Into the territory served hy claim is according to contract. The
the roads will result in fewer settlers company has been ruling that the
going there, and a consequent lack of time and one-ha- lf
allowance did not
development.
commence until after
ten hours.
m
m
While the spirit of all laws passed
Joseph E. Gill, agent for the Santa
by congress is declared not. to be contrary to the development cf the coun- Fe at Domingo station (Thornton),
try, yet it is plain that the new inter- has returned from a visit to his parstate commerce law is not (mended ents in .Sew York.
to be stretched far enough to permit
OFHOAlTMATTiRS
the granting of passes to land agents
interested in the development of a
sec Ion of the country, passenger men
Changes in Penitentiary Force.
believe.
Most of thin hold that, the
Superintendent
Arthur Trelford of
land agent's pass is a thing now for- - the New Mexico penitentiary,
bidden, and that in the future no more
the following promotions
of them will be issued.
In the personnel of tne prison force:
"There Is no doubt in my mind that
hi. V. Garcia, guard, promoted
to
the new law will interfere with the be cell house keeper, vice William
devieopment of the newer sections of Cole, deceased. Tomas Romero,
the country," declared a passenger
prison guard, vice, E. V.
traffic official yesterday. "Of course uarcia, promoted to cell house keeper,
we hae never believed that we had
tensions Granted.
the legal right to give a land agent a
Upon
the recommendations
of
pass when he is taking homeseekers Delegate W. H. Andrews, and after
into a new country, but we have done examination Into their claims, the
so upon the theory that the general commissioner of pensions has granted
good requires It. And these passes the following pensions to New Mexihave aided a great deal in building co veterans:
up the new sections of the country.
Salome Trujillo, Tusas, Increase
"Just what will be the effect upon $12, from June 18, 1906: Joso
this development when the land
Medina, Ranchos de Taos,
agents are denied their passes Is more
to H) per month from May 2,
than I am now prepared to say. Of 190C; Francis E. Beck. Floyd, addition623, $2.25.
course the larger land concerns will al pension $8, fr:m May 10, lftufi; Viv-to- r
L. A. Anderson, Redmond, Okla., 143
operate as they always have done, exGlron, Pqjoaqtie, increase $12 from stockers, 484,
$2.65.
cept that they will pay their railroad July 4. 1906; Victor Flink, Fort BayOwner, Wulcott, Colo. 18 heifers,
fares, but a great many of the smaller ard, original $17 per month from
y
800, $3.40; 25 cows, 1,026, $3.15; 15
concerns, where only two or three
16, 1905.
cows, 950, $2.60.
homeseekers are taken out at a time
Owner, New Mexico 60 stockers, 821,
and frequently trips are made without
DO YOU KNOW
$3.40.
will
suffer.
sales or commissions,
Some sales of western sheep and
Many of them, no doubt, will be forced
to quit, business, or will be compelled That the day of pianos being a luxury lambs:
Tuesday, Aug. 7.
to make such charges that their prof has passed, and that they are now a
J. Hennesey, Flagstaff, Ariz. 612
necessity. If you don't know It call
its will tie greatly uecreasea.
65, $7.60.
Other interests than the land busi- in at our store, examine our world-famo- lambs,S. Gosney,
Flagstaff 1,340 lambs,
E.
line of goods, and you will
ness will be affected by the loss of
64. $7.40; 295 fdg. lambs, 60. $5.60.
transportation, another passenger man then understand.
Gosney & P., Flagstaff 1,110 Iambs,
We are sole representatives of Chic,
declared yesterday. He cited the ir- kering
& Sons, Everett, Kimball and 67, $7.40.
rigation projects of the northwest,
A. Forder, Colorado 398 ewes, 82.
well known makes.
where there is an effort being made other
All pianos reduced in price for next $4.75.
In the
to interest eastern capital.
days.
Delster, Texas 237 goats. 82, $3.15.
past these financiers were taken out ten THE
Wednesday, Aug. 8.
WHITSON MUSIC CO.
hy the railroad companies and shown
114 South Second Street.
Jos. Jacobs, Colton, ltah 82 sheep
the project with the hope of getting
o
yearlings, 89. $5.60.
them to invest their money. Now if "Make Ha-- ' While the un Shines." and
J.
Colton 439 ewes, 104.
they are taken out they will have to
Is a lesson in the work of the $4.75.
There
pay their fare or the promoting com- thrifty farmer. He knows
that
the
Thursday, Aug. 9.
pany will be compelled to do so. In bright sunshine may last
a day
Jos. Jacobs, Colton 735 sheep and
either case, the project will undoubt- and he prepares for the butshowers
yearlings, 92, $5.60; 141 feeders, 83,
edly suffer.
which are so liable to follow.
So It $4.70.
All of the western roads are laying should be with every
Dyshousehold.
their plans to cease giving free trans- entery diarrhoea and cholera morbus
portation, except such as is permitted may attack some member of the home
us:, arc vomer.
by the new law, as soon as the statue without warning. Chamberlain's Colic,
1
tfiri,rt.'f..ilil1iln duCluftl.
.J3
goes into effect. The free transport- Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy,
U
i: t,i tr.iioui
ation clause, however, is not effective Is the best knnwn medlclje for which
these
1,
1907.
January
until
diseases, should always be kept at
'NMHMl.CjVJ
:! by rtrD.tfiatl,
hand, as Immediate treatment Is necINTERESTING RAILWAY PAPER
essary, and delay may prove fatal. For
t "': r,r, d. for
i'
tl
FOUND AT SAN BERNARDINO
sale by all druggists.
ClfCClu Mil jq feunift.
While going tnrough a lot of old papers relative io the early days of the
California Southern railroad, now t no
Santa Fc, in this city, Fred T. Pcrris.
ussxmf
of the Santa Fe. the other day ran
ssossas
sfflFim
across an interesting d cumcnt," siys
t'h:' San Bernardino Sun. It was the
original agreement made between the
officials of that railroad and the citizens of tiie city of San Bernardino under which l..e shops and division offHy the terms
ices were locals d here.
of the pij'or the rail.oad company was
r. quired to exp nd the sum .f $40,-0"in Sm Bernardino for sh"p buildings and a ilr;o: within two yeais
ISEI.KN IS SI MILES SOl'TH OK" ALBI'i'jrER-Ql'E- .
from April 1. 1SM. the date of the
N. M.. AT TUB I'XCTIOX OF THE MAIN
asrt ement me ront'Mct is signed by
LINK OK THE SANTA FE SYSTEM
I. HADING
John Anderson, R. W. Waterman, j.
2AST AND WEST KUO.M f'HICAOO,
O. Hurt and H. 1.. Drew, on behalf of
KANSAS
the citizens and Superintendent J. N.
CITY, GALVESTON AND I'OINTS EAST To SAN
Victor on behalf ot the company. All
AND FROM THE
FHAXC'ISCO. LOS
:
of these citizens are now dead
AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
EASTERN'
p: Mr. Anderson and Mr. Victor,
1'ASO AND TEXAS.
he having since then retired from
l.iiiiii nt'SlNESS AND RESIDENCE LOT?,
railr ad Hie. In the light of wIil
Ho FEET. LAID OI"J' WITH HKOAD su AND
has In i n exi'tuded nieiv since that
time by th. railroad fur Improvements
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS IN FEET WiDE,
and what the company now proposes
LAKE AND PUIiLIC PARK
WITH IJEAl'THVL
to expend the $4il.ou.i required of the
TREES; prm.lC
AND GRAND
OLD SHADE
company in those first 'wo years looks
SCHOOL HOl'SE, COSTING $lti,mi(i; Cfil'RCHES;
ridiculously sum!!. Wmn the present
COMMERCIAL
CLI'H; A POPILATION OF l.f.i.o
roH)sed inipuiveint r.ts are completed
PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE MERCANTILE ESthe company will hve expended well
TABLISHMENTS; THE HELEN PATENT ROLLER
t wards J
or I'.'i times the first
requirement.
MILL. CAPACITY T.n BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
WINERY; THREE HOTELS, R EST A 1' RANTS, ETC.
MEXICO WANTS MORE
HELEN IS THE A KG EST SHIPPING POINT FOR
AMERICAN SHOPMEN
WOOL, FLOL'R, WHEAT. WINE, BEANS AND HAY
Following the resumption of work in
IN CENTRA!, NEW MEXICO.
ITS IMPORTANCE
the shops of the M xiciti, Central the
AS A GREAT ( "' W M ERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN
order has been leccived in Juarez to
THE NEAR FL'Tl'RE CAN NOT I E ESTIMATED.
employ as many Amcr an niachiiiis s
and boilt rmalikii, as
for woik
in tile various shops along the l.ne.
Th re has ..een a sejrciiy of good
chinisrs and b iU'i make a ft r some
I me, i; is
said. The e are n.t . nov.gh
Mexicans to fill the piai-eaa
American are the rest uiaeimiisis tn
demand for llnir lanor will be evctu-Msarw "nwEsas"
than ever before, me strike will not,
e- -'
2?Cfc.
2feffSat.
emu
Dlo-nici- o

Pf,,

WITH EVERY VEHt-- ,
CLE WE SELL,
Any part falling by
means of defeeUr
material or workman- hip will be made good
without expense to the
owner. Irrespective ofi
tlm nf innrlra This
io prices, you can't beat ours on the

F. B. SCHWENTKER,

50-ce-

i

o

i

uuaraniee

Mutual

Insurance
receipt or your letter of
to
to have your cheque
the cash value as stated, amounting to
teen Thousand
Hundred and
Dollars
the first proximo, and am
pleased with the result of your
Very respectfully yours,
JOHN WANAMAKER.

i

(r

n

Dear
the 8th instant,

lt is thought, prevent American work-- !
linen from entering the republic, as
good wa;es are paid and protection is
they work. The
assured thera
fact that many Americans left the republic when the strike began leaves
tiie road in a bad condition and officials desire to secure a number of;
good American workmen as soon as
possible.

WILL DELAY

This Strong!

Special Correspondence.
Kansas City, Aug. 13. This promPacific
Life
Co.
ises to be another week of moderate
cattle receipts, supply of 11,000 head
I
Sir:
am
in
today the same as on last Monday.
in reference
The run last week was 42.000 head, a
Policy No. 15,-46- 0,
decrease ot more than 2o,ooo head
hDd will be glad
for
from same week last year. Pastures
are in lire rendition generally all over
Ninethe west, and owners dislike to marSity-nin- e
ket siufi when It Is doing bo well.
Three
Kansas and Missouri also marketed a
($
19,369)
on
good many steers In July that, ordinarily wotnd come about this time, and
policy.
another thii.g which Is affecting quarantine receipts is the excellent prospects for corn In Oklahoma and In(Signed)
dian territories, causing owners to
hold some of their cattle for feeding
this fall. Some medium to common
New Mexico and Panhandle Blockers
have sold lately at $2.85 to $3.40, Panhandle cows today at $2.35 to $2.80,
veals $3.50 to $4.00 for heavy ones,
light weights quotable up to $6.00.
No cattle direct from Colorado are
Manager for New Mexico and Northern Arizona.
here today, but some wintered
grazed In Kansas sold to feedRoom No. 1, N. T. Armijo Building.
Auto. Phone 730
ers at $4.00 and $4.15 today. Late
lust week a shipment from Wolcott,
Colo., contained heifers at $3.40, cows
$3.15 and some light cows at $2.60,
Friday, Aug. 10.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors, No.
Ogden, Utah 1.3H8 209 West Railroad avenue. Is prebut this was not considered a full test
Jos. Peery,
of the market, as finish was lacking. Iambs, 62, $7.40.
pared to give thorough scalp treatIndications favor another week or two
Jansen & S., Colton, Utah 921 ment, do hair dressing, tre- -t corns,
of light receipts and strong markets. Isheep and, yearlings,
99,
$5.30; 81 bunions and Ingrowing
nails. She
A good many country buyers had to 'feeders, 81. $4.65.
gives massage treatment and manicurgo home empty handed last week on
ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
account of small supply of that class.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
of complexion cream builds up the
The enormous yield of corn now asskin and Improves the complexion,
(Homestead Entry No. 6263.)
sured will likely cause an extraordinand Is guaranteed not to he Injurious.
ary demand for stockers and feeders Department of the In rlor, Land Of- - She also prepares a hair tonic that
flPo at Santfl t?0 Vow Mavlrw-- i Yti 1v cures end prevents dandruff and hair
all fall.
17, 1906.
falling out; restores life to dead hair;
The sheep market advanced 15 to
25 cents last week, on the small supNotice Is hereby given that the fol-- ! removes moles, warts and superfluous
ply of 15,000 head, but buyers de- lowing named settler has filed notice hair. Also a face powder, a freckle
manded concessions today and Iambs of his intention to make final proof cure and pimple cure and pile cure.
particularly sold 10 to 15 cents lower, In support o his claim, find that said All of theje preparations are pure:y
run 4,500 head. The market is likely proof will be made before the probate vegetable compounds. Have Just adto rule uneven for awhile, as packers clerk at Albuquerque, New -- iexlco, on ded a vibrator machine for trei merit
of scalp, face and cure of wri'ikles.
claim their stuff Is costing them too
Felix Garcia y Salazar, of Albu- It Is also used for rheumatism, pains
much money and will insist on lower
prices whenever there is a heavy run. querque, Bernalillo county, New Mex- and massage
Shippers should distribute their con- ico, for the NE'i SEVi. Section 10;
SWV4, Section 11, Township 10
signments, aLd try to avoid centering NW
north, Range 5 east.
too many sheep at the northern marHe nanus the following witnesses
kets, while this point is lightly supand CURE
LUNGS
plied.
Arizona spring lambs sold at to prove his continuous residence upon
$7.00 to $7.20 today, not extra quality; and cultivation of faid land, viz.
WITH
Pilar Trujillo, Francisco Olguln, Da- Utah sheep and yearlings to killers at
$4.85;
New
Mexico
sheep, $4.65. rtrt fill t iorrow and Tuan Annlaoa nil t
Large orders for feeding stuff are held Carpenter. New Mexico.
.MANUEL. R. OTERO,
here, around $4.75 for wethers, $6.00
Register.
for good lambs and up to $5.25 for
breeding ewes, but present volume of
0NSUMPTI0N
Pries
DO IT NOW. STOCK THAT COAL
receipts is altogether inadequate to
OUGHSand
60c & $1.00
FGRCi
FOR
NEXT
SUMMER
WINTER.
OLDS
fill these orders.
Fret Trial.
PRICES FOR THE MONTH OF AUGUST ONLi. W. H. HAHN & CO.
for all
Oure
and
Surest
Uuickest
STOCK SALES
THROAT and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.
MOTT'S PENNYROYAL PILLS
Kansas City, Aug. 10. Some sales
They
overcome Wenkntm.
of western and southwestern cattle
and omlMfltnnM'K'rt-anviVnr
PIONEER BAKERY
and banixti "palrm f
at. Kansas City this week:.
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
i iipy are
iwn."
Nil vera'
i.ite
Jesse McGuire, Amarillo, Texas 57
denWliuic
toirlrtnat womanltouu.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
velopment of orirnni and body. No
cows, 864, $2.55; 82 calves, 157, $4.50;
known remlT for Kiimrn p'piaii
73 calves, 205, $3.50.
them. Cannot tlo hnrin life
a tpatirc Wl
rr hn WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY.
W. O. Hamilton. Amarillo,' Texas
hy mull. Moltl hy dniKirUta
U0TT CHEMICAL CO. .ii"li,u.
76 stockers, 730, $3.10; 31 cows, 811,
We desire patronage and we guar- FOR SALE BY
ANN & SON.
flntpA tlrof rlflfla halHnor
$2.45; 29 calves, 146, $4.25.
D. C. Fritzlen, Texas 101 calves,
207 South First Street, Albuquerqus.
18!), $5.25; 46 calves, 253, $3.65.
T. M. Pugh. Newlin, Texas C5
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
calves, 175, $5.25.
J. P. Bass, Rowe, Texas 27 steers,
LIVERY,
SALE, FEED AND TRANSTHE SHORT LINE
f17. $3.50; 10 cows, 877, $2.75; 27
FER STABLES.
FROM
calves, 283, $3.50.
Horses and Mules Bought and ExLlano L. & C. Co., Lltwalton, Texas
changed.
82 cows, 874, $2.65; 33 calves, 176,
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
$5.25.
Second Street, betweeryJtalJroad and
Clif Stayton, Hereford. Texas 71
Copper Avenue.
To-- St.
heifers, C99, $2.75; 25 heifers, 477,
s,
$2.60; 104 calves, 188, $4.25; 68
THIRD STREET

The

West End of Viaduct
Automatic Phone, 474.

St
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Philadelphia, Pa., Dec. 22, 1002.

ANOTHER LOT OF THOSE
BEAuTIFUL COCARTS AND
THEY ARE EVEN PRETTIER
THAN THE FIR3T. IF SUCH
A THING IS POSSIBLE, AND
THE PRICES A3 USUAL ARE
LITTLE
LOWER
JUST A
THAN ELSEWHERE.

an

CITIZEN.

MARKETLETTER

JUST RECEIVED

t

EVENING

StC'y.

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES, IF
WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST U)TS,

oroocooocooeoeoooc

ooooceKs
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ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE EliHT.

LOCAL AND

PERSONAL
WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Local rains In north portion; (air In

south portion tonight and Thursday.
Cassllt of Silver City
. and 1..
J.
n UsU red hi the Alvarado last nlt?ht.
A. J. Loomis. editor of Hie Santa Ke
Ragle. Is in the city on buslne.-s- .
I.oiiIh Mrlli'a mid David Karr left
laHt nlKlit on a business trip to
F

Our Summer Clearance Sale
of Men', Women' and Children1 low shoes commence Wedneadav
morning, August 15. We want to dispose of every pair before the
accordingly.
opening of the Fall season and have reduced the price
our
regular stock and guarfrom
Every pair Included In this ale
anteed to give satisfaction.
,V
will cheerfully exchange any pair bought during this sale or
refund the mone In case you are not satisfied with your purchase.
MEN'S OXFORDS
MEN'S

OXFORDS

MEN'S OXFORDS
WOMEN'S OXFORDS
WOMEN'S OXFORDS
WOMEN'S OXFORDS
WOMEN'S OXFORDS

$4.00 REDUCED
3.50 REDUCED
3.00 REDUCED

TO
TO

$3.15
2.65

TO
TO
TO

2.25

Hon. 11. O. Unrsiun, mayor of Socor
ro, arrived from the south this morn
ing.
Mrs. O. H. Frost left this morning
for Topeka to visit a sister, who Is
ill.
C. A. Wrinht. manager of the Al
varado cnrlo, Is In Santa Fe on

Depot Master Gray has been trans
ferred from Albuquerque to ms

Vegas.
A. J. Ijove, proprietor of the Albu
querque planing mill, la lu Denver on

business.
Mrs. David TVelnmann and children
2.35
have returned from a visit to the Pa
cific coast.
1.95
TO . .'
.tohn O. Sutherland. New Mexico
. 1.55
2.00 REDUCED TO
agent for Armour & Co., left for the
west last night.
Attorney H. B. Holt returned to las
Cruees last night after sevfrjl days'
visit in the city.
County Commissioner Alfred Gruns- SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
feld returned this morning from an
When purchased at F. F. Trotter' extended visit east.
a. O. Raker and family arrived
grocery store, are sure to bring the from the east today on the flyer, and
right flaw to all dishes Into which registered at the Alvarado.
Benjamin Seater, a prominent El
they enter. This is because we alPaso real estate agent, is spending
ways procure the best manufactured. the
day In Albuquerque.
We And out first what brands are reA regular meeting of the Degree of
liable and personally guarantee them. Honor will be held tonight at 7:30
o'clock In Odd Fellows' hall.
Mrs. J. O. Albright and daughter,
Miss Claude, the opera singer, are
expected home this evening.
Mrs. Helen .oebele of 522 West
from a
Lead avenue, has returned
visit to Denver, Colorado.
No, 118 and 120 South Second street
Tho8. K. D. Madison and family left
this morning on a pleasure trip to
Mr. Madison's old home at Omaha,
Neb.
'
T. Y. MAYNARD
GEO. W. HICKOX.
J. A. Hubbs and
Mr. and Mrs.
morning
from
daughter returned this
an extended visit to various places In
DURING THE DULL SEASON IS WHEN WE HAVE THE TIME TO
the east.
REPAIR TOUR WATCH OR CLOCK, AND GIVE IT THE CLOSJ. H. O'Rielly, general manager for
EST AND BEST ATTENTION. RING US UP AND WE WILL CALL
the Occidental Life Insurance comFOR THE CLOCK. WATCHES ENTRUSTED TO OUR CARE ARE
pany, was a southbound passenger
PLACED IN i'HE VAULT EVERY NIGHT. ON WOuK FROM OUT
last night.
OF TOWN, WE PAY EXPRESS CHARGES ONE WAlf. TRY US.
Will Chadwick of Chas. Chadwicl; &
Co., the sheep commission brokers, returned this morning from a nusiness
Hickox-Maynar- d
trip out west.
A marriage license was issued ut
New Mexico's Leading Jewelers
the prbate clerk's office yesterday to
Seniea B. Garcia and Catherine M.
80UTH 8ECOND STREET.
THE ARCH FRONT.
Sutherland, both of Albuquerque.
Mrs. C. E. Gleckler and Mrs. C. H.
to the city
Thomas have returned
from a pleasant visit to the watering
places In the vicinity of Los Angeles.
Hon. Amado Chaves, assistant terrin torial
superintendent of public Instruction, spent last night in the city
and retunWH to Santa Fe this morn3.50 REDUCED
3.00 REDUCED
2.50 REDUCED

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

TINNIN3

ALBUQUERQUE

HARDWARE

ran

I
Palace

RAILROAD AVE.
We Invite

One cannot believe all that's in the papers,
but you're safe to believe all you read over our
signature.
old-fashion-

is run on modern lines.
full-pa-

ge

hot air.

We simply give you plain facts.

Sam Peck's Fine Clothing for
Young Men and Boys is now arriving. Better see it.
1 1

Went Gold

THE BEST

AT THE PRICE

FALL SEASON

NINETEEN OUCHT SIX

ON DISPLAY AND SALE
THE NEW FALL 1906

in single and double soles, vici, calf, velour, and patent vici leathers, lace and
button styles. The essential feature of a Hanan Shoe is that it is made to fit
the foot Back of this is the carefully selected leather and the particular workmanship, which makes that perfect fit last as long as the shoe.

1

Vici Kid Hanan $5.50, Patent Vici $6.50

SHOOT

Simon Stern the Railroad Avenue Clothier
is

115 NORTH FIRST STREET

one-thir-

J. FELIPE
N. M.,

o
CHAVEZ,

OF

Enamelware
Agricultural Implements

PADIL-LA-

ANNOUNCES THAT HE

WILL OPEN A SALOON AND FURNISH REFRESHMENTS TO TRAVELERS TO AND THROUGH PADIL-LADATING
AUGUST 18.

o
THE MAZE.

Rnv ninmnnrl Fricro TVinlc nnrl Cutlm--

glasses, per dozi
4c
tumb,urs, pr dz
45c
glasses, pr dz
$. and i.5t)
35c to tific
cloth, pr yd
Window shades from
15c to 7"c
13x27 rugs
3c
Step ladder from 75c to
$... i
$4 to $7.50
Wheel barrows
Saddle pads
45c and 75c
Pumps f r - in
$1.9o to $7.5"
yic and
Pump points
$1.5"
Paint brushes from 5e to
See us for school books anil school
going needs of ail kinds.

V

MOWERS AND RAKES

S

SATURDAY,

FROM

74

Shelf Hardware
Carpenter Tools

We want to dispose ot our low shoes
before the opening of the fan season
and have cut their prices accordingly.
j Some
have been reduced
some a nuie less, zo per cent is auoui
a fair average. They are all stylish,
up to ciate gocds and guaranteed to
give satisfaction. Read our ad and examine our windows. C. May's shoe
store, 314 West Ranroau avenue.

the weeds
The worn of cutting
throughout tue town still goes merrily
on under the guidance ct Street Commissioner Tierney. who, with the aid
of his "chain gang" Is keeping the city
clear of the weeu pest.
Manager McCanna, of the fair association, Is In receipt of a letter
from Superintendent Kurn. of the
states
New Mexico division, which
that orders have been issued to have
trains Nos. 1, 2, 7 aud 8 stop at Ken

A Plain Talk With You

Our business
No

HAT MANUFACTURED

v

'1

Pllfl Vflll OP.t thP hPSt

Jelly
Table
Hotel
Table

Whitney Company

I

Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools

THE MAZE.
WM. KIEKE, Proprietor.
FREE EXHIBITION OF SWIM
MING AND HIGH DIVING, WATER
AT THE
POLO
GAME
FIRST
WEDNESSTREET NATATORIUM
DAY EVENING, AUGUST 15.
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no other.

CREAM

WHY PLANT THE SEED VAR- IETY WHEN YOU CAN HAVE THE
Ferguson, manager for the SEEDLESS
ORCHARD
APPLE"
Mutual Life Insurance company la the AT SMALL COST?
N. W. ALGER,
district or the southwest, with head- 124 SOUTH WALTER 8TREET.
quarters at El Paso, Is In the city writing business and meeting many old ALBUQUERQUE BOWLING ALLEYS
118 West Gold Avenue.
friends.

THE

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
roar trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

IN A DOZEN DIFFERENT STYLES, COLORS AND SHAPES.

ing.
E. R.

GO.

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

Diamond

Tiger Soft and Stiff Hats

The score, out of a possible 200
birds, was as follows:
U. B. Stevens, Demlng
185
175
Ctiri3 Raithel, Demlng
CENTRAL STATION FOR GOOD DRESSERS
C. A. Fanisworth, Silver City
170
168
C. L. rtubbard. Doming
Henry Meyer, Demlng
165
151
W. F. Cobb, Demlng
E. M. Walker, Demlng
150
O. L. Hitt, El Paso
149 WMaMaBMWBPlWBMMBWBBWnWWMMKWWWMMWMMWWaBWIMaillBIWMlWIIIill
141
T. W. Carter, Silver City
130
W. H. Shelton, El Paso
A. L. Kuntz, Demlng
115
P. A. Burdick, Demlng, out of 133
made 100; L. C. Young, Demlng, out
of 65 made 46; C. A. .Pierce, Demlng,
out of 65 made 40.
The total purse was $322 and was
AUTOMATIC RHONE SAO
COLORADO RHONE
shared in by almost every shooter.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Strong left last
night on a tour of the northwest country. They will stop at Tacoma and
visit Mrs. Strong's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. 11. E. Fox.
Attorney Thos. Wilkerson left this
morning for the Pecos loaded down
with rod, basket and gun. "I am Just
off to spend a couple of weeks with
nature," ho said.
traveling salesman
M. Frlshman,
for B. Ilfeld & Co., Is anticipating a
visit from his slater, Miss Hannah
Frishman, who Is expected to arrive
from New Orleans tonight.
rhe regular monthly business mett- ing of tue Women s Home Missionary
society of the First M. E. church will
be held in the church parlors Thursday
day afternoon, August 16.
Manager Wl L. Adams and family,
of the Alvarado, anticipate leaving
this evening for Los Angeles, where
they will be the guests of a sister of
Mrs. Adams for a couple or weeks.
Prof. C. E. Hodgen, dean of the uni
versity, returned last night from
southern California, where he went
several weeks ago to rest and recuperate, which he was successful In do
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nedy on flag, from September 17 to
22. Inclusive, the dates of the fair.
Ordinarily trains Nos. 2 and 7 do not
stop at Kennedy nt all.
The street railway switch at the
corner of Railroad avenue and Second street Is all right. A car was
run over it this morning for a trial
and made the turn. It was the first
car to be' run on the new lumber mill
"
extension.
Mrs. Sherlck of Gallup, who was
called to this city to attend tlie sick
bed of her son In law. E. S. Shepard,
a' St. Joseph's hospital, will return to
her homo tonight. Mr. Siiepard being now convalescent and regaining
health rapidly.
The Sunday school
excursion to
Glorieta, arranged In the beginning
for August 23, has been postponed
until I.alKir day, September 3. The
train will run on the schedule stated
before, except that the dates have
been changed.
Last evMiIng at their suburban
home on North Fourteenth street ir.
and Mrs. M. M. Dutcher entertained
a number of their friends with a 6
o'clock dinner, spring chicken and
turtle-dove- s
llng the "piece de resistance" of the menu.
As a feature of the big sale that Is
being made at the Golden Rule dry
goodH utore, lee cream will be served
to all children visiting the big store
on Friday, accompanied by their parents. The cream Is to be made of St.
Charles cream, and will be served by
Mrs. Minnie Barnes, the demonstrator.
Dr. F. A. Jones, the mining engineer, lef this morning for Golden,
where he will exaniinp properties owned by the Gold Bullion company. From
(Jolden Dr. Jones will go to Chama in
Rio Arriba county, where he Is called
to examine new mineral finds. He expects to be out f the city until Sep
tember 1.

F. F. TROTTER

The

CITIZEN.
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E. L. WASHBURN CO.

122
S. Second

Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons, Mead Hay Presses.
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition;

Enter the competitive high score
contest, rrlzes awarued August 20
to highest rollers.
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no other.
A NEW SHOW EVERY

CREAM

U3,

WEEK.

FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER.
WALTON'S DRUG STORE.

Successors to

Sta!pJ hfifa will hp rirnli'nd l tia
manager of me Territorial Fair at his
office, Koom 11, Grant block, up to and
including August lbtn, ror all concessions and privileges, both at the fair
grounds ana me new town. Tnis
bar privileges at fair grounds.
We do it right.
Imperial laundry Co.

.11 J

ocooooooooooo

Manager.

See Display

DRY.

Champion Grocery and Meat Market
Tor. Seventh and Tijcras
K choice line of Imported Goods Direct from Italy.
THE BEST LUCCA OLIVE OIL.
the best
Kt'inemlKT, we handle
meats and a full line of choice gro
ceries.
4.

R.R.

Compartment

AND

ooeoocooooooo

fOU6HT. SOLI

215 West Rallroau Avenue

EXCHANGED

Association Offleo
Transaction
Cuarantaod

ROSENFIEID'S,

I

IB W, R, R. Ave.
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MATTEUCCI.

TICKETS

M

Sole Agents for the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS
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LOMMORI

E. J. POST & COMPANY

M

M

AlCUAISN'A,

ROUGH

401, 403 NorthlFirst Street

MclNTOSH HARDWARE COMPANY

BIDS FOR PRIVILEGES
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ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

Vannsrer Davis of Iia Pinn Pur.
lor, 216
South Second street, an- nounpoa a rhnnrp rtf nrmn-anaw
pictures and new songs every Satur
day morning, a wnoie snow ior
penny.

V.
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M
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